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fssues

The Territory needs to undertake its own study to validate or otherwise the Access study.

As indicated above, funding has been provided in the Budget, and this study should

examine the market for an airfield (through a market survey), establish atypical airfield
design and obtain accurate costings for this, and examine the basis for operational income

and costings in greater detail. It would also examine the additional economic benefits to

the ACT which were not included in the Access analysis.

An issue'to date in commissioning the ACT's financial feasibility study has been to identify
an organisation with credible skills in both aviation and economic analysis. The Access

r"port i. ayery useful first stage of identifuing the framework for financial evaluation of
the proposal. Access Economics has the economic credibilifi it has already established the

framework and undertakenthe academic research required in this report, and the

involvement to this point of '. ias provided the necessary aviation expertise.

It is therefore proposed to undertake a single-select tender process to commission Access

Econornics to undertake the ACT's financial feasibility study. It is considered that a

broader tendering process will not result in better value for money, particularly as the

$50 000 budget for the study is relatively low for the work required.

: will not be involved in the further study. His role in developing the necessary

aviation framework for the study is complete, and Access will ensure that its own
reputation for probity is maintained by ensuring that he takes no partindevelopment of the

ACT's study.

Financial

The financial feasibility study will cost $50 000, which is provided in the 2010-11 Budget.

Media

The CRAA has placed the report on its web-site but has not made a public release of the

report. LAPS will prepare a media release, in conjunction with a release by the CRAA,
stating that the ACT Govemment is to commission a study which will undertake market-

testing and cost verification of the findings of the report.

Recommendation

That you:
the proposal for its

o Aglee that Access Economics be engaged to undertake the next stage of the

fi nancial feasibility study.

AGREED/ PLEASE DISCUSS

Note the findings of the Access Economic report
release; and

Andrew Wilson ,rr:f-rn,
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Attachment A

Findings of the Access Economics Study

The Access Economics report is a'desk-top' study prepared by IW Monck in his capacity as

a senior analyst with Access Economics. The report has passed the Access Economics

internal review procedures and consequently can be viewed as an 'official' Access

Economics report.

The report identifies the market as comprising some 850 qualified pilots in the Canberra

. region, and approximately 250 airqaftregistered to Canberra region residents (196 GA
( aircraft atd 47 orecreational' aircraft, commonly known as ultralights). The report estimates
\" 

that of the 196 GA aircraft only 20-40 are based at Canberra airport. Ultralights cannot

operate in controlled airspace.

.. These estimates need to be verified with a market survey, which would firstly confirm
the number of aircraft owners, secondly identiff the number who would relocate to a
local facility, and thirdly would ascertain the price sensitivity of potential customers.

The report estimates ttre capital costs of establishing a grass strip airfield at Williamsdale at

$1.1m. This includes land acquisition, landing strip construction, fencing, basic building

construction, electrical works and roadworks.

Land acquisition is estimated at $500 000, although no basis is given for this estimate. The

earlier proposal put by Mr Price in2004 costed the development at around $660 000, which

did not include land acquisition costs, so the Access estimate is in line with the earlier
I

* estimate. The proposal involves use of a recreation reserve and a travelling stock reserve,

which minimises the requirements to resume land for the development.

o The capital cost estimates need to be checked by identifuing a typical design for a GA
airfield, obtaining engineering estimates for its construction at the Williamsdale site,

and costing land acquisition.

In estimating operational expenditure and income, the report adopts relatively conseryative

assumptions regarding market share and growth. It assumes that 50%o of the aircr.aft

potentially available to locate at Williamsdale would do so, over a period of 7 years. Trend

growth of aircraft numbers has been set at lYo per arulum for GA (half of the historic rate of
growth of GA numbers over the last ten years) in line with this assumption. Recreational

aircraft (ulhalights) have been growi ng at l0o/o per annum, but growth is assum ed at 3o/o per

annum for purposes ofthe business case.
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Access uses these numbers with activity levels and charges based on GA airfield operations

interstate to generate income estimates.

The report assumes operating costs of around $60-65 000 for years 1-3, increasing thereafter

to around $100 000 from year 4 with the employment of a full-time employee. This is one

area where the report may be somewhat optimistic, as it envisages that the affield will, in the

first three years, be run largely on a voluntary basis.

The conclusion reached in the report is that the development would generate an internal rate

of return (IRR) of l.5o/o over the first ten year period. This is well below the threshold for

commercial investment. It therefore argues for an alternative management arrangement such

as govemment establishing the facility and establishing anot-for-profit company to manage

the facility.

It should be noted that removing the cost of land ($500 000) from the capital cost raises the

IRRto 11%.

What the business case does not factor in is income generated through non-flying activilies.

The most obvious of these is the establishment of aircraft servicing operations on the airfield,

which would themselves yietd an additional stream of rental income and hence build the

business case. GA servicing operations have all but disappeared from Canbera airport (with

the possible exception of the Brindabella Airlines facility), and local GA aircraft owners now

fly to airfields such as Temora for servicing.

The report does discuss non-airfield revenues - that is, expenditures which occurs because

the airfield and aircraft are in the region, but which do not accrue to the airfield. Aircraft

servicing and checks generate jobs and therefore income to the region. However, the most

significant non-airfield revenue is flying training (although the airfield does gain some

benefit through increased activity levels and aircraft parking). This is particularly relevant as

the University of Canbera is actively investigating the opportunity to establish a flying

training course which would attractinternational students, provided a suitable secondary

airfield is identifred. Interstate and, particularly, international students generate significant

expenditure in the local economy.

The report does not address the public benefit elements of the proposal to any great extent,

beyond identiffing some of the broader financial benefits of the development which would

accrue to the Territory rather than to the airfield. The proposal, as put forward by Mr Price,

included consideration of the importance of the Williamsdale location as a forward base for

fixed-wing fire-fightingakcraft, allowing fixed-wing fire-fightingatcraft.to supplement the

ACT's rotary-wing aerial fire-fighting capabilities. It is anticipated that the ACT's financial

feasibility study will also look at this aspect.
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Canberra Rcglon Avlators Assoclatlon
43 Waite St,

Farrer, ACT,2607

j

lnG.

MrJon Stanhope

Chief Minister

Australlan Capital Territory

Dear Mr Stanhope,

RE: Secondary alrfield for Canberra

The Canberra Region Aviatbrs Associatlon (CRAA] has

recently released an Access Economlcs report giving a

preliminary overview of the deman.d for a secondary airfield

ih the Canberra region. It is appended to this letter. The

report offers a first pass identification of the potential

market'for general and recreational aviation in the ACT and

suggests that such a facility could be successfully operated

as a not-for-profit rype venture:

'the potential to generate even a srnall posl'ti"e retufir

does opefi the door for alternative.ownership models,

particularly retated to the not-for'prafit sector"

Despite the returns being low, the airfield would prwide a

IOcation that is suitable for otherrviation related. enterprises

such as flying training and aircraft maintenance and sales. A

secondary airfield would offer businesses an alternat?ve b
interstate options and'make &eACT a viahfe competitur in

the national aviation industry. lndeed, since the publication

of the repo6 the University of Canberra has confirmed that
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the potential for a secondary airfield competitive with the

likes of Bankstown, Moorabbin and so forth, has led them to

commence investigations into offering theoretical courses

coupled with flying training to local, interstate and

international students.

The airfield would also ensure the continuation of the proud

aviation history associated with the capital. The Canberra

Aero Ctub has existed for more than 70 years in the capital

and faces the same operational, logistical and financial

pressures that have led to the closure of some 7 flying

schools at the Canberra airport. The most recent of these

closures, involving the training arm of Brindabella Airlines,

has seen a long era of professional flight training in the

Territory come to an end in 20.l0.

The Access Economics study notes that there are some 850

people in the region that hold some form of aviation related

qualification issued by the Civil Aviation Safety Authority or

Recreational Aviation Australia and illustrates there is

demand for a secondary airfield:

'This prima facie study of a secondary airfield in the

Canberra region suggests that there is demand for such

a facility"

There is a real opportunity for the ACT to play a pivotal role

in the future of aviation in Australia. A secondary airport

that provides a competitive base for aviation businesses

would provide the ACTs community with access to more

education options, offer employment opportunities currently

only available at interstate lo.cations and secure the ongoing

PageZ
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viability of the rviation industry In the nation's capital. Whlle

norquantified in this preliminary repo6 the economy wide

effects'of increased ernployment and investment in the

region are expected to be positive and provide ongoinE

henefits to the Territory and its residents,

We would welcome the opportunity to further discuss the

prospects of working with the Chief Ministefs Departrnept

and the ACT Government to establish a secohdary airfield in

the ACT. To that end, I will telephone your chief of staff after

you have had the tiine to peruse the report to arrange a

suitable time to meet with you again.

tg

tL/
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Glossary

CASA

ctA

CPL

CRAA

GA

PPL

RAA

Civil Aviation Safety AuthoritY

Canberra lnternational Airport

Commercial pilot licence

Canberra Region Aviators Association lnc.

General aviation

Private pilot licence

Recreational Aviation Australia lnc.

L
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ial for a secondary airfield facility in Canberra

Executive SummarY

The increasing costs of operating at Canberra lnternational Airport, together with the added

security and airspace restrictions, make it difficult for recreational aviation to operate.

ln response, the Canberra Region Aviators Association (CRAA) is proposing a secondary airfield

in the territory be considered. This report contains a preliminary assessment and canvasses

the economic potential for a secondary airfield.

This report demonstrates that there is potential (unmet) demand for a secondary airfield'

There are g50 pilots in the ACT that hold aviation qualifications issued by the Civil Aviation

Safety Authority and Recreational Aviation Australia. ln addition to this there are almost 250

aircraft registered to owners in the territory. However, only around 30 to 40 of these aircraft

are currently tocated at Canberra lnternational Airport. This suggests that the majority of

aircraft currently registered to ACT pilots are operated from airfields outside of the region.

Based on preliminary financial analysis contained in the report, it is evident that a secondary

airfield is unlikely to be commercially viable, generating a rate of return in the order of 75%

(commercial returns on such a venture would need to be considerably higher if a private

investor was to operate the secondary airfield). That said, the potential to generate even a

small positive return does open the door for alternative ownership models, particularly related

to the not-for-profit sector.

This report is preliminary in nature, relying on limited data sources and a range of

assumptions. Access Economics recommends that more detailed analysis of a secondary

airfield be undertaken. This analysis should consider a more rigorous assessment of the

demand for the airfield from private aircraft operators, flying schools and other aviation

related businesses that may be likely to establish operations on the site is required. This work

would also include further refining the cost estimations for developing the project and the

ongoing operational expenditures of the airfield, as well as appropriate governance models.

Access Economics

tr e*et5'n=o=*,.=
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m?4The potential for a secondary airfield facility in Canberra

L lntroduction

The Canberra lnternational Airport (ClA) is currently the only facility available to private

aircraft owners and operators in the capital region with the next best options being located

outside the ACT region.

Security, airspace and cost pressures at CtA are making it difficult for light aircraft to operate in

Canberra or the surrounding region. Many recreational aviators opt to operate from airfields

outside the ACT, meaning potential economic opportunities are being lost in terms of

developing the aviation industry in the ACT.

The Canberra Region Aviators Association (CRAA) is proposing a secondary airfield in the

territory to address these issues. Such an airfield would cater to small aircr:aft in the sport and

recreational aviation sector that are impacted most by the current cohditions ih the capital.

This report presents a preliminary assessment of the issues relating to the establishment of a

secondary airfield in the ACT. The analysis has been based primarily on desktop research in

order to explore a prima facie case for establishing a secondary airfield in the ACT. More

detailed analysis would be required to assess the costs and benefits of a secondary airfield.

1.1 Background issues

Aside from a handful of privately run airstrips with limited facilities and accessibility there is no

readily available alternative to those wishing to fly in the region'

ln addition to this, those pilots flying under the auspices of Recreational Aviation Australia

(RAA) are restricted from operating from the airport due to airspace regulations. These

aircraft consist of smaller aircraft capable of carrying no niore than two people' The rules

under which they operate allow for flight only during daylight hours and do not permit them to

enter controlled airspace of the type around Canberra.l These rules prevent the operation of

these aircraft from Canberra thus forcing owners and operators to other locations outside of

the region resulting in many pilots actively avoiding canberra altogether.

These rising costs and current restrictions have seen a movement of pilots and aircraft away

from Canberra to surrounding areas in NSW such as Goulburn, Tumut and Cooma and as far

afield as Temora and Moruya. This has seen a subsequent decline in aviation related

businesses in the ACT with many moving to alternative locations or simply ceasing to operate

altogether. For example, in 2000 there were six flying schools operating from the airport

whereas there is now only one and, due to the aforementioned costs and operational

requirements, it is closing down in late 2010. Similarly, most aircraft maintenance businesses

l ltisalsoworthnotingthatthegeneral aviationfleetinAustraliaisageingandtheairspacerestrictionscurrentlyin
place in Canberra prevent the (generally) newer RAA fleet of aircraft from operating from Canberra. ln a recent

industry briefing the CASA Director of Aviation Safety,'John McCormick, mentioned that the "current overage oge oJ

singte ind mulii-engine fixed wing aircroft is 30 years ond 97 percent of multi-engine piston aircraft are older thon

thi typicol ZO yeor design life" (The CASA Briefing June 2010). Many RAA aircraft are purchased brand new and are

fitted with advanced systems and safety features but the above mentioned restrictions prevent their operation in

the region.

E€E5fr=o=*'o=
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have left Canberra leaving aircraft owners with littte choice but to maintain their aircraft at

interstate locations such as Wag'ga Wagga and Cootamundra'

L.2 A proposed secondarY airfield

By establishing an airfield whose primary objective is to cater to recreational and sporting

pilots, the CRM intends to encourage more pilots and aircraft owners to operate from the

ACT. Similarly, those aviation related businessbs whose customer base is drawn from this

group would be encouraged to establish a presence on the field. Community groups such as

ihe Canberra Aero Club, will be invited to set up on the field and CRAA would also invite other

community groups to participate in activities and open days'

Furthermore, student pilots will benefit from low traffic density at the airfield (compared with

CIA) and the absence of air traffic control allowing them to concentrate on the basic flying

skills required to successfully pilot an aircraft. Lower overheads in these areas leads to more

efficient training and lower costs for students, making a secondary airfield in canberra a

potentially attractive proposition for flying schools. ln addition, lower security costs would

make student training competitive with comparable airfields such as Bankstown in the Sydney

basin and Moorabbin and Essendon in the Melbourne area'

Access Economics has prepared this report to undertake a preliminary assessment of the

financi'al viability of the secondary airfield.

This following chapter provides an overview of the potential demand for a second aviation

base in the region. lt examines the growth of flying in Australia and aircraft numbers located

in the Canberra region. Community interest in aviation is also discussed in this chapter. The

third chapter outlines a proposal for an airfield in the southern most area of the territory. lt

discusses the type of facility to be provided and potential costs and revenues from such a

development. The report closes with some concluding remarks in chapter 4.

Com mercial-in-Confi dence
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2 Aviation in the ACT

GASA records indicate there are 1g5 aircraft with registered operators in the canberra region

as at December 2009. ln addition to those aircraft registered with GASA there are an

additional 47 registered with Recreational Aviation Australia (RAA)' RAA is a self administered

body responsible for overseeing the operation of a class of aircraft primarily aimed at

recreational aviators. These aircraft are similar in nature to most small, general aviation

aircrafit, but tend to be newer, and sometimes, more complex than their CASA registered

counterparts. One aircraft cannot exist on both the CASA register and the RAA registerat the

same time so there is no double counting in these figures'

of these aircraft, few are located at clA. A manual count of aircraft on the field over a period

of three weeks revealed an average of 22 single engine aircraft are parked at the airport' To

be fair, this number possibly understates the true figure for two main reasons:

I Given that some aircraft are flown on a frequent basis and may have therefore been

consistently missed in the counts, and

I Some aircraft are located in hangars and were not counted'

Allowing for an additional L2 aircraft would bring the total to 34 aircraft located at ClA. This

number falls considerably short of the potential 243 that could be housed at CIA suggesting

the airport is not the most attractive option for most'

ln preparation for its master plan, CIA engaged consultants to develop a noise forecast based

on future traffic movements. While the forecasts were based on traffic growing from present

levels to 2gZ,tZO movements, it is worth noting that only a small portion of these movements

are carried out by general aviation aircraft.

lncluding the general aviation category of aircraft and training aircraft, the total rnovements in

the forecast allowed for only 2,708 movements. It is also worth considering that a movement

is a take-off or landing, not the entire cycle. This forecast thus implies future general aviation

movements at CIA to consist of around 1,354 flights per year, or less than four per day'

These figures also include twin engine aircraft movements, a sector of the market not being

targeted by CRAA. Excluding these from the figures would results in a figure even less than the

1,354 given above.

Examining only the training component of the forecast reveals a projection of 815 movements

p", 
"nnrr, 

again including twin engine aircraft so the single engine movements are less than

this. Using the same methodology applied above, this equates to around one training flight

per day.

while clA recognises the importance of general aviation and training:

General Aviation and mititary aviation are essential Jor the ongoing success of

aviatio n i n Austro lia.. -

They also recognise and acknowledge their responsibility to fare paying passengers and the

priority that must be placed on these flights:

ffitE8fr?=*,.=
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General Aviation and other smaller aircraJt will be restricted during times of high

demand os higher capocity oircraft are given priority.

tn addition to these operational difficulties CIA also draw attention to the high operating costs

associated with operating from a major security controlled airport:

Furtltermore, Commonwealth Government'imposed aviation security

requirements ot major airports have unfortunately imposed a significant cost and

inconvenience burden on recreational General Aviation.operations.

Security is, of course, a concern at major airports where large numbers of passengers should

be able to travel with the knowledge their safety is being given the utmoSt attention. ln this

context separating private aviation, or a large portion of it, from paid services would reduce

the security risks associated with having general aviation located in close proximity to larger

aviation operations.

Given its location and objectives, the proposed secondary airfield is not likely to attract

considerable objections from CtA, given the comments relating to a secondary airfield in their

master plan:

Canberra Airport also notes private proposals for a separate General Aviation

aerodrome or airfield within the ACT. Canberra Airport does not oppose the

development of such a facility, provided its location and operotions do not

interfere in ony way with the current ond Juture operations of Conberra Airport--.

2.L Canberra region demograPhics

The population within the ACT consists of those living in Canberra and its suburbs but the

workforce also commutes in from other surrounding areas. The ABS notes these areas include

eueanbeyan, palerang and the Yass Valley. For the purposes of this exercise, population

estimates also include areas around the ACT with current aviation links to the region. For

example, the Goulburn Mulwaree is also considered as many aviators in this area also utilise

the existing Canberra based facilities and may therefore be considered as part of the target

market for any secondary airfield in the Territory. Furthermore, the airfield would provide

attractive options for those in the Cooma-Monaro region to the south of Canberra.

The ACT had a population of around 35O,0OO as at June 2OO9.2 For consistency across data

sources we employ the population data as at June 2008, this allows robust sources for

population estimates within the surrounding regions as well. This gives an official estimate of

346,000 as at June 2008.3 Table 2.1 shows the population for the surrounding areas ranges

from 40,00O in Queanbeyan to 10,200 in the Cooma-Monaro area. ln total this brings the

population in canberra and the surrounding regions to some 452,OOO people.

'ABS C.t.logre Number 3201.0 - Population by Age and Sex, Australian States and Territories, June 2009

3 
ABS Catalogre Number 3218.0 - Regional Population Growth, Australia, 2OO7-OB

Com mercial-in-Confidence
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Table 2.1: Population of ACT and surrounding areas as at June 2008

Area Population

ACt

Queanbeyan

Goulburn Mulwaree

Yass Valley

Palerang

Cooma-Monaro

Total

source: ABS Catalogue number 3201.0 - Regional Population Growth, Australia, 2oo7-08

To construct a reasonable estimate for potential resident aircraft on the airfield it is useful to

compare the ACT region with other regions within Australia. Table 2.2 shows the population

and resident aircraft numbers for several airfields with similar characteristics to the

Wiltiamsdale proposal. Parafield is the exception to this but is included as it is a secondary

airfield in Adelaide, the smallest state capital in Australia.

Table 2.2: Other airfields

345,000

40,000

28,000

14,000

14,000

10,000

452,OOO

\,

Airfield Population Resident aircraft

Aldinga (Onkaparinga LGA)

Cessnock

Murray Bridge

Parafield (salisburv LGA)

158,000

50,000

19,000

L27,500

90

82

56

160

Source: ABS Catalogue Number 3218.0 - Regional Population Growth, Australia, 2OO7-O8, consultation with relevant

airfield operators,

Cessnock, located in the Hunter Valley region in NSW, has a population of 50,000. lts airfield is

the primary field in the area and is located close to the winery region making it ideal for tourist

flights in the area. Excluding transient aircraft, around 80 aircraft are parked on the airfield on

a permanent basis. Maintenance seryices are provided at the airfield with qualified staff able

to service and maintain both general aviation and RM registered aircraft.

parafield is a secondary airfield in Adelaide and complements the main international airport

located closer to the city centre. The population of Salisbury, the local government area that
parafield is located in, is !27,500, however, in reality the airfield provides services for the

broader Adelaide area with a population of 1.2 million

The airfield has some 160 resident aircraft and over 70 businesses located consisting of

maintenance facilities, flying training and pilot supplies businesses. ln total these businesses

employ around 500 staff and provide services to private and commercial aircraft operators as

well as training domestic and international students.

Aldinga is located in South Australia approximately 45km south of Adelaide. lt is part of the

Onkaparinga local government area and has a population of almost 160,000. The airfield is

very active and has 90 aircraft located there on a permanent basis. ln addition to this aircraft

maintenance can be carried out at the field and flying training facilities are available. The

ffi,tEtF,B=;,.=
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airfield plays an active role in local tourism offering charter flights and scenic tours of the local

area. The airfield also has an active social community with pilots flying in from other airports

to visit and participate in local activities.

Murray Bridge is located farther afield some 75km south east of Adelaide. ln a town of only

19,OOO the airfield has more than 50 resident aircraft and is home to an active flying club and

gliding club providing flieht training services to the local area'

lncome data for each of the local government areas these airfields are located in is presented

in Chart 2.l together with the Canberra region as defined earlier, The data used here is weekly

incomes and is taken from the 2006 census data provided by the ABS.

Chart 2.1: tncome distribution across regions

$t'"s" tr 
f" 

r'""u* r"".d nuo../."ffi -"

I Cessnock tr onkapringa N Murray Bridge ESalisbury tr canberra region

Source: ABS Census data 2006

lncome comparisons amongst these regions and the Canberra region show Canberra has a

disproportionately small number of people with low incomes (S0 - 5399) and an equally

disproportionate number of high income earners (S10OO or more). Table 2.3 shows the share

of income across three weekly income brackets for each region. The average share is also

presented alongside the shares for Canberra.

Com mercial-in-Confidence
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Table 2.3: Average income shares

Weekly
income

Cessnock OnkaPringa
Murray
Bridge

Salisbury Average Canberra

so-s3se 43% 36%

43%

44%

4s%

40%

s400 -
sses

51000 or
more

4s% 33%

4t%

\-

24% 2t% t2% t7% t8%

Source: ABS Census data 2006

Around 4O% of workers in the other regions earn 5399 or less per week with another 40%

earning up to $999. Just L8% earns more than $999 per week in these regions. This compares

with the relatively high income earned in Canberra and the surrounding areas where a little

more than  OY' earn over 51000 per week and a further 33% are earning between SaOO and

$SSS per week. Only one quarter of workers is earning less than 5400 per week.

2.2 Demand for a second airfield facility

The high incomes and relatively large population in Canberra would suggest potentially unmet

demand for aviation related activity. ln addition to this, there appears to be considerable

interest in aviation in the ACT, evidenced by:

I The Canberra lnternational Airport open day in 2006 attracted more than 7,500 visitors

with this number doubling to 15,000 in 2007 and 2008, and more than 18,000 in 2010.4

I Brindabella Airlines Flight Training currently operates from Canberra lnternational

Airport and has expressed an interest in operating from an alternative facility located

close to Canberra.s

I The Canberra Aero Club has been in existence for over 70 years and has in excess of 100

members.

r The Australian Air Force Cadets currently have two squadrons, 315 and 334, located in

Canberra.

I Canberra has an active squadron of the Australian Air League which meets weekly.

I The Canberra Gliding Club meets every Monday evening in Woden and runs flying

activities every wee kend.

I Nearby aero clubs including Tumut, Southern Highlands (Goulburn) and the Snowy River

Aviators (Adaminaby) are all well attended by canberra residents.

With 196 aircraft currently on the general aviation register (in the ACI) and around 47 on the

RM register, this gives the potential for around 24O aircraft to be permanently located at

Williamsdale. ln addition to this there are currently more than 850 people in the ACT who

a 
Based on information contained in Canberra lnternational Airport's Hub newstetter (editions 34, 41,47 and 54)'

Available at - http://vtrww.canberraairport.com.au/air-media/hub10.cfm, accessed 18 February 2010'

s This facility has recently announced that flying training operations will cease from late 2010 due to the high costs

and operational difficulties associated with canberra lnternational Airport.
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have been granted privileges to fly consisting of 591 pilots who hold licences issued by CASA

and a further 166 with RAA issued pilot certificates with recent growth in both sectors being

strong in recent Years.'

Foi the purposes of the revenue estimates used in this study the growth rate of aircraft is fixed

at 1% pier annum for general aviation aircraft and 3% per annum for RAA registered aircraft'

these estimates are considered to be long term, sustainable growth rates given recent history.

General aviation has grown from a mere 102 aircraft in 1928 to in excess of 13,000 today' The

number of aircraft on the register has grown steadily over this period with sharp increases

recorded from around 1960 onwards (see chart 2.21. ln recent times the only yearly decline in

numbers was experienced iri 2006 although the Civil Aviation Safety Authority attributes this

decline to legislative changes that resulted in some 300 aircraft being removed from the

register. From 2000 onwards, the average year on year change in the number of aircraft on

the register has been 1.86% including 2006 year where aircraft numbers fell'

Chart 2.2: General aviation aircraft numbers (# of aircraft)
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Source:-Civil Aviation Safety Authority, Civil Aircraft Register

Growth in the RM sector has been solid with membership and aircraft numbers growing as

per Table 2.4. fhedata shows membership has grown at an average annual rate of more than

10% while aircraft numbers have also shown a solid increase over the same period. ln more

6 
Based on aircraft and pilot data supplied by the Civil Aviation Safety Authority and Recreational Aviation Australia'

ln addition to these figures there are a number of military pilots currently based in Canberra. While these pilots are

not captured in the CASA and RAA figures they do fly aircraft hired from local schools and clubs in order to remain

current while employed in non-flyinJ roles wiihin defence. This suggests there may be a higher level of demand

than that indicated here.
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recent years growth has slowed, no doubt due,

the 3% growth rate applied in the forecasts

aircraft registrations going forward.

Table 2.4: RAA growth

in part, to the economic climate. ln this sense

is a reasonable but conservative estimate of

Membership AircraftYear

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

5,996

6,946

7,80O

8,44O

1,799

2,L47

2,493

2,805

2,995

I

186

Source: Recreational Aviation Australia.

Despite the high numbers of aircraft that would potentially use the new airfield as a home

base, we assume no more than 50% of these actually relocate to the airfield on a permanent

basis. To project the adoption rate over time we use a typical 'S' curve.T The resulting aircraft

demand potential is shown in Chart 2.3. By 2Ot7,50% of the aircraft in the region are

captured and use the airfield as their home field with GA registered aircraft representing the

majority of these. From this time onwards the only increase in aircraft numbers comes from

the underlying growth rates outlined earlier.

Chart 2.3: Potential demand for a second airfield (# of aircraft)

20to 2077 2012 2ot3 2074 20!S 2016 20:-7 2078 zotg 2020 2027 2022 2023 2024 2025

-Total -GA 

---RAA

7 Th" 'S' curve is estimated using the formula 0.5*(U(1+exp(0.7*( -t))))'

I
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ln addition to those aircraft dsing the airfield as a permanent base, demand may arise from

emergency services (who have expressed an interest in using the airstrip for fire fightine

operations) and other transient traffic landing at the field.

2.3 Employment opportunities

Employment at the airfield will mainly be driven by the number of aircraft using the facilities.

Experience at the other locations discussed in section 2.1 shows that around 1 full time

maintenance person would be required for every 20 aircraft. Based on the aircraft proje6tions

above, 7 full time maintenance people would be required by 2Ot7 when aifcraft numbers

reach around 140. This estimate in itself could be considered as conservative in the sense that

it assumes no maintenance is conducted on aircraft other than those using the airfield as a

home base. Furthermore, the additional maintenance work would not come at the expense of

existing maintenance carried out at CIA as little work is currently carried out on GA aircraft

there now. ln realiry aircraft owners and operators often fly their aircraft to locations such as

Wagga Wagga, Moruya and Cootamundra for maintenance. Although the effects are not

considered here, this suggests there may be the potential for maintenance business to come

from off field aircraft.

Flying training is a growing sector in Australia and a significant employer in the aviation sector.

fhe e[nE (2008) notes that flying hours associated with training activities increased from

424,OOO hours in 2006 to 485,600 in 2008. Table 2.5 shows the training hours flown each year

for general aviation.

U
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Table 2.5: Flying time associated with training ('000 hours)

Year Hours Percent change on Previous Year

2006

2007

2008

Source: Bureau of lnfrastructure, Transport and Regionat Economics, General Aviation Activity 2008

RM has experienced strong growth in the training sector as well. The number of flight training

facilities accredited to provide training underthe supervision of the organisation has increased

from 100 in 2005 to more than 150 in 2009 (Table 2.6), an average growth rate of t].S% per

year.

Table 2.6: Recreational Aviation Australia flight training facilities

424.0

455.4

485.6

2.O

7.4

5.5

\- Year Number of flight training facilities Percent change on Previous Year

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

100

113

128

139

154

Unknown

13

13

9

11

Source: Recreational Aviation Australia

Most capital cities in Australia have a secondary airfield from which smaller,aviation related

businesses and training organisations can operate. With no secondary location in Canberra,

operators are forced ort of the region or face the higher costs associated with the additional

security requirements placed on major airports dealing with fare paying iustomers. These

additional costs in Canberra have resulted in many businesses closing down, including several

flying schools, as they cannot compete with the lower priced options interstate. ln addition to

providing a more cost competitive base for local operators to utilise, a secondary airfield in

Canberra would have several advantages over the main airport facilities when it comes to

flight training:

I Being located outside of controlled airspace allows students to focus on the basic skills

of flying rather than be distracted by the added complexities of dealing with air traffic

control.

I Close proximity to various types of airspace makes the transition from ab initio training'

to more complex cross country flying involving controlled airspace, military zones, etc.

less costly in terms of flying time and thus training costs'

I Less traffic means more efficient access into and out of the airfield and the ability to

conduct more circuits in an hour leading to more efficient use of time for pilots.

These factors combine to make the training and small business opportunities at a secondary

airfield competitive with locations such as Bankstown in the sydney region, Archerfield in

Brisbane and so forth. The secondary airfield would also be competitive for interstate and

international students given its close proximity to a major capital city and easy access to

commercial flights. ln contrast to this, many of these activities are no longer commercially

viable at CIA resulting in any potential economic benefits accruing to other states'

ffi..€EEF,=o=r'.=
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Brindabella Airlines Flight Training has been operating from CIA since 2000 and is the last flying

school to be operating within the ACT. When it commenced operations in 2000 there were 6

profitable schools operating from the airport. From September 2010 they will cease to

operate citing airport costs and operational pressures as a critical factor in their decision. The

manager of the facility, Lara Corry-Boyd has said, "a second smaller airfield within reach of

Canberra would [make] it much easier to continue operating"'8

The school currently employs 10 flying instructors and ground instructor and a chief flying

instructor to oversee the school. ln addition to this there are approximately two

administrative staff and a number of personnel employed to maintain the L3 aircraft used in

flight training operations. A secondary airfield would create the opportunity for this business

to continue operating in the ACT and maintain the existing levels of employment associated

with it.

Universities and other tertiary organisations also engage in flight training at other airfields

around the country. The University of NSW, Swinburne University of Technology, the

University of South Australia and Griffith University provide several examples of tertiary

education providers offering training in the sector. With three universities, the University of

Canberra, the Australian National University and the Australian Defence Force Academy, as

well as an additional tertiary provider, Canberra lnstitute of Technology, there is scope for

formal education programs to be developed and marketed to a global audience. Given their

reach into international markets, and especially Asia, these institutions would be well placed to

capture part of the lucrative pilot training market in China and lndia that is currently the

domain of interstate training organisations. Catering to this market would create employment

in the education and aviation industries together with export opportunities for the region.

The potential for significant aircraft manufacturing and sales activity also exists for a site

located near Canberra. Several RAA aircraft businesses have expressed interests in operating

from a Canberra based location, however, the controlled airspace inhibits their ability to do so

and prevents them from relocating. The addition of a second airfield outside of the airspace

boundaries would allow them to operate from a location with better access to a major

Australian city.

Jobs associated with incidental operations at the airfield would also be created. Demand for

services such as fuelling, pilot supplies, etc. may create further demand for labour and hence

stimulate employment in the region'

8 canberra Times 16 March 2010, "Costs ground ACT's last flight school"
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3 The proposed airfield

The proposed location for a secondary airfield in the ACT would be at Williamsdale to the

south of Canberra. The site is approximately 30 to 40 minutes drive from the centre of

Canberra.

3.1 Landing areas

The airfield would be established with a grass landing strip in order to generate immediate

revenues and cash flow. The landing strip would be a 1000 metre strip aligned roughly parallel

with the Monaro Highway in an almost north/south direction'

A study conducted by Airport Technical Services determined the site to be suitable for single

engine and light twin engine aircraft and noted its suitability as an aerial base for fire fighting

using both fixed and rotary wing aircraft.

The airfield location has an elevation of approximately 2,300 feet and is sited in an area where

the controlled airspace lower limit is at 4500 feet above mean sea level. Aircraft tracking along

the ILS flight path to Canberra will be at an elevation of at least 5000 feet, more than 2500 feet

above the airfield elevation. Aircraft in the circuit area of the Williamsdale airfield will be at

1000 feet above ground level leaving 1500 feet vertical separation between aircraft and at

least 1000 feet clearance from the control zone.

3.2 Aircraft parking

Aircraft parking facilities will be provided from the time the airfield becomes operational. This

would commence with a grassed parking area fitted with suitable aircraft tie downs in a similar

fashion to the majority of parking currently available at ClA. Space for hangar facilities could

also be provided for those pilots wishing to erect undercover parking for their aircraft.

3.3 Costing

The airfield costs are broken into two categories - capital expenditure and operating

expenditure.

The main components of the capitalexpenditure are:

I Land acquisition;

I Landing area construction;

I Fencing;

I Building;

I Electricalworks; and

I Roadworks.

ffil,€Effir.=
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The cost estimates for these items sum to approximately S1.1 million with the largest items

being the purchase and construction of the landing area. An allowance of 5500,000 has been

given for land purchase with the cost for establishing the grass landing being approximately

S3oo,ooo.

The construction costs are based on quotes given by Hewitt constructions and include:

I Site establishment, environmental control and survey;

I Earthworks for the construction of a grass runway;

I Costing for works related to stormwater drainage; and

f Contingenry for unexpected costs.

Fencing would be established to prevent unauthorised access from the road side of the

property and be upgraded to a full boundary fence at a later date. Similarly, building

construction and road works would be carried out at a basic level until such time that finances

permit improving the infrastructure.

Operational expenses include the ongoing expenses associated with the running of the airfield.

The costs include:

I Salaries and suPerannuation;

I Airfield maintenance;

I Utilities;

I Office and administration costs;

I Waste disposal (refuse, sewerage, cleaning, etc.);

r lnsurance, legal and professional fees; and

I Airfield leasing costs and rates charges.

The biggest contributors to the operational expenses are insurance costs and salaries.

lnsurance is estimated to be in the order of $20,000 per year while salaries vary over time. lt is

envisaged that the airfield will be run on a largely voluntary basis, however, a small charge has

been allowed for salaries

During the first three years of operation a s15,0OO expense has been allowed for a part time

employee to supervise airfield operations and track aircraft movements. After this period it is

expected that movements will grow to a level that warrants a full time employee and the

salary expenses increase to S45,OOO per annum. ln addition to this, superannuation expenses

have been included at a rate of 9%.

The total operating expenses are expected to run at about SSO,OOO to 565,000 per annum in

the first three years with this increasing to approximately S10O,000 in the years following the

appointment of a full time employee.
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3.4 Revenues

Revenue streams will come from three main sources - long term aircraft parking fees, aircraft

landing fees and overnight parking fees.

ln broad terms, three types of parking will be offered at the airfield - parking on the grass,

shared hangar space and private hangar space. RAA registered aircraft are limited to two seats

and thus tend to be smaller than their GA counterparts so a distinction is made between

charges for ihe two types. ln addition to this RM aircraft tend to be younger and employ

newer technologies much more than GA aircraft. This impacts the likelihood of them being

parked outdoors versus using hangars that protect them from the elements. Table 3.1 shows a

breakdown of the share of aircraft likely to use each parking option and indicative fees'

Table 3.1: Aircraft parking breakdown

General aviation Recreational aviation

Grass parking

Shared hangar

Share (%)

65

25

10

Annual fee (5)

5s0

975

1,170

Share (%)

45

35

20

Annualfee ($)

500

750

900Private hangar

Source: CRAA estimates based on information from other airfields with similar characteristics

With 7 RAA registered aircraft and 32 GA registered aircraft the revenues for 2011 would be in

the order of 530,000. Growth in aircraft numbers (see Chart 2.3 above) will see revenue from

aircraft parking grow to $1OO,OOO by 2020.

According to Avdata, the company engaged to collect airport charges for ClA, landing charges

are |Zt.qZ/t maximum takeoff weight per movement at Canberra.e Bankstown, Sydney's

secondary airfield, charges SL4.6g/t while Archerfield in Brisbane charges S13.80/t. Avdata

shows regional airfields such as Moruya and Wagga Wagga are cheaper at S8.36/t and 57.761t

respectively.

Table 3.2: landing charges

$/tonne TypicalLocation

Ca nberra

Bankstown

Archerfield

Moruya

27.42

14.69

13.80

8.35

7.76

Note: Typical fees are based on a Cessna 172 or Piper Warrior with a maximum takeoff weight of 1,100k9.

Source: Avdata and airport charging schedules.

For the analysis here landing fees are assumed to be a flat rate of S10 per landing for those

aircraft that are not based at the airfield. Assuming 250 landings per year in 2011

e A typical Cessna 172 or Piper Warrior has a maximum takeoff weight of around 1,100kg making the per landing

charges slightly higher than those specified,here. For comparative purposes the per tonne pricing structure

provides a useful benchmark.

:AcC€55.
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23.56

r,6.16

15.18

9.20

8.54
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(approximately 0.7 per day) wilt equate to 52,500 in revenue. After five years of operation this

number is assumed to grow to 450 per year (1.2 per day) and generate 5+,500 per year'

ln addition to landing fees, most airfields also charge a parking fee. For Canberra, this is

currently 522.38/t p"i dry while at Archerfield it is S2.57t with a minimum charge of 55.14

per day. An overnight parking fee of S15 per aircraft (including landing fee) for visiting aircraft

is used here. ln 2O1;L,S1overnight stays are projected with this growing to 250 by 2015. This

will offer a further SzsO to 53,750 in annual revenue.

Other revenues from site leases, rent, etc. are not considered in this analysis due to the

uncertainty surrounding take up and lease/rental rates'

3.5 Net revenue

Chart 3.1 shows expected profits over time. Yearly net revenues are expected to be positive

from 2011 onwards, however, the airfield is not asiumed to breakeven until z1]:glz},the 10th

year of operation assuming a2OLO commencement date.

Chart 3.1: Yearly and cumulative profits

1,500,000
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Despite the airfield operating with positive cash flows in a relatively short period of time, from

a commercial point of view the airfield is not likely to be an attractive prospect. This is

because ofthe large upfront capital costs.

The net present value of the airfield, using a 7% discount rate, is -$333,500 for the period 2010

to 2O2O. The internal rate of return, the discount rate at which the net present value of the

\-

"$ .si'" "d
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project is zero, is L.5%, well below generally acceptable rates of return for a commercibl

investment. The net present value for a range of discount rates is given in Table 3.3 below'

Table 3.3: Net present value of airfield (2010 - 2020)

7t%

Note: Discount rates used for sensitivity are based on the Office of Best Practice and Regulation guidelines for cost

benefit analysis. NPV and rates of return are expressed in real terms'

Source: Access Economics estimates

3.6 Non-airfield revenues

These revenues are attributable to the airfield but do not accrue to the airfield operator. That

is, they are a direct result of the airfield being established, however, they arise from the

business activities of other firms on the field.

Every aircraft is required, by law, to undergo an extensive inspection regime once a year or

once for every 100 hours flown, whichever occurs first. The requirements for who does the

inspection are different between RAA and GA registered aircraft so the estimates provided

here are conservative in that they only account for the GA aircraft. Furthermore, they assume

only t/3 of the aircraft based on the field are maintained on the field. ln reality the

expectation is that a much higher proportion of aircraft would be maintained on the field and

aircraft from other locations would also be serviced. Moreover, the estimates are based on

one annual inspection being carried out on each aircraft when many aircraft may in fact fly

more than 100 hours per year and therefore require more than this.

The average cost of an annual inspection for a single engine, fixed undercarriage aircraft is

around S50OO. With 11 aircraft being serviced in 2011 and 35 in 2O2O this results in

maintenance revenues of between 553,000 and S173,000 per year'

Flying schools will also generate revenue on the field. Two types of licences are considered

here and the estimates are conservative for a number of reasons.

The two licences are the private pilot licence (PPL) and the commercial pilot licence (CPL).

Each of these have different minimum requirement in terms of theory and practical

experience. Many people self study for both licences so the theory costs are not considered in

this analysis. For the practical experience, the calculations are based on the minimum

requirements of 40 hours flying time for the PPL and 150 hours for the CPL' Despite these

requirements many pilots take longer to achieve their licence (especially for the PPL). ln

addition to this there are strict requirements surrounding the timeframe in which a CPL

student must fly the 150 hours required for the licence. Many students do not meet this

requirement and must fly an extra 50 hours (total of 2OO hours) to obtain their licence.

The average hourly rate for the flying time also varies between licence type. This is due to the

requirement that a certain number of hours must be flown in a 'complex aircraft' for the CPL

which increases the costs.

The training figures used here also do not consider additional training beyond the licence

issue. These additional activities may include night flying ratings, aircraft feature
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Froml
Sentr Wednesday, ll August zulu lr:uv /r"l
To: STANHOPE

. Subject: Secondary Airfield for Canberra
(
\.,

Dear Mr Stanhope

please find attached a letter to you from CRAA and a copy of the Access Economics report entitled Ihe
potentialfor o secondary airfield focility in Canberra.

We at CRM would be pleased to meet with you again to discuss the report and the next steps in achieving

our vision. I will telephone your Chief of Staff in a few days time to discuss a suitable time for you.

Kind regards,

\-

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail
This email and any attachments are confi.dential and may be legally privileged in which case neither is

intended to be waived. The contents of this email, including any attachments, are intended solely for the use

of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you are not

permitted to distribute oi use this message or any of its attachments in any way. If you have received this
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Fior:
Sent:
lo:
Cc:
Subiect:
Attachments:

Please have LAPS prepare response for CM.

thanks

Patti Bogiatzis
Departmental Liaison Officer
Chief Minister's Department and

Land and Property Services

r Dh: 62053029
'\-'.*r 62050433

Ema il : patti.bosiatzis@act.sov.au

Bogiatsis, Patti
Thursday, 12 August2010 1:36 PM
Plenge, Lars
Lustri, Chantelle
FW: Secondary Airfield for Canbena
CRAA to CM D-1 1 

-Aug-1 
0. pdf; Canbena secondary airfield. pdf

From: Scrivener, Sharon
Sent: Thursday, 12 August 2010 10:41 AM

To: BogiaEis, Patti
SubjecH FW: Secondary Airfield for Canberra

for response please

Shartwsuittsne,r
E te,outw a O ffln er ta thP/ Chi4 M i*-t i,*er

?hD!,,P/ 62O5O287
fa,u 62050+33

'\-

From: Lustri, Chantelle On Behalf Of STANHOPE

Sent: Wednesday, 11 August 2010 t2:46 Pl4

SubjecH FW: Secondary Airfield for Canberra

Dear

Thank you for your email to the Chief Minister, the office will make contact with you as soon as possible regarding the

Chief Ministe/s availability

Kind regards

Chantelle Lustri
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for a secondary airfield faci

Executive Summary .

The increasing costs of operating at Canberra lnternational Airport, together with the added

security and airspace restrictions, make it difficult for recreational aviation to operate.

ln response, the Canberra Region Aviators Association (CRAA) is proposing a secondary airfield

in the territory be considered. This report contains a preliminary assessment and canvasses

the economic potential for a secondary airfield.

This report demonstrates that there is potentiat (unmet) demand for a secondary airfield.

There are 850 pilots in the ACT that hold aviation qualifications issued by the Civil Aviation

Safety Authority and Recreational Aviation Australia. ln addition to this there are almost 250

aircraft registered to owners in the territory. However, only around 30 to 40 of these aircraft

,r" .urr"n1ly located at Canberra lnternational Airport. This suggests that the majority of

aircraft currently registered to ACT pilots are operated from airfields outside of the region.

Based on preliminary financial analysis contained in the repo$ it is evident that a secondary

airfield is unlikely to be commercially viable, generating a rate of return in the order of !.5%

(commercial returns on such a venture would need to be considerably higher if a private

investor was to operate the secondary airfield). That said, the potential to generate even a

small positive return does open the door for alternative ownership models, particularly related

to the not-for-profit sector.

This report is preliminary in nature, relying on limited data sources and a range of

assumptions. Access Economics recommends that more detailed analysis of a secondary

. airfield be undertaken. This anatysis should consider a more rigorous assessment of the

demand for the airfield frorn private aircraft operators, flying schools and other aviation

related businesses that may be likely to establish operations on the site is required. This work

would also include further refining the cost estimations for developing the project and the

ongoing operational expenditures of the airfield, as well as appropriate governance models.

Access Economics
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The potentialfor a secondary airfield facility in Canberra

L lntroduction

The Canberra lnternational Airport (ClA) is currently the only facility available to private

aircraft owners and operators in the capital region with the next best options being located

outside the ACT region.

Security, airspace and cost pressures at CIA are making it difficult for light aircraft to operate in

Canberra or the surrounding region. Many recreational aviators opt to operate from airfields

outside'the ACT, meaning potential economic opportunities are being lost in terms of

developing the aviation industry in the ACT.

The Canberra Region Aviators Association (CRAA) is proposing a secondary airfield in the

territory to address these issues. Such an airfield would cater to small aircraft in the sport and

recreational aviation sector that are impacted most by the current conditions in the capital.

This report presents a preliminary assessment of the issues relating to the establishment of a

secondary airfield in the ACT. The analysis has been based primarily on desktop research in

order to explore a primo facie case for establishing a secondary airfield in the ACT. More

detailed analysis would be required to assess the costs and benefits of a secondary airfield.

t.L Background issues

Aside from a handful of privately run airstrips with limited facilities and accessibility there is no

readily available alternative to those wishing to fly in the region.

ln addition to this, those pilots flying under the auspices of Recreational Aviation Australia

(RAA) are restricted from operating from the airport due to airspace regulations. These

aircraft consist of smaller aircraft capable of carrying no more than two people. The rules

under which they operate allow for flight only during daylight hours and do not permit them to

enter controlled airspace of the type around Canberra.l These rules prevent the operation of

these aircraft from Canberra thus forcing owners and operators to other locations outside of

the region resulting in many pilots actively avoiding Canberra altogether.

These rising costs and current restrictions have seen a movement of pilots and aircraft away

from Canberra to surrounding areas in NSW such as Goulburn, Tumut and Cooma and as far

afield as Temora and Moruya. This has seen a subsequent decline in aviation related

businesses in the ACT with many moving to alternative locations or simply ceasing to operate

altogether. For example, in 2000 there were six flying schools operating from the airport

whereas there is now only one and, due to the aforementioned co5ts and operational

requirements, it is closing down in late 2010. Similarly, most aircraft maintenance businesses

1 lt is also worth noting that the general aviation fleet in Australia is ageing and the airspace restrictions currently in

place in Canberra prevent the (generally) newer RM fleet of aircraft from operating from Canberra. ln a recent

industry briefing the CASA Director of Aviation Safety, John McCormick, mentioned that the "current overage age oJ

single ond multi-engine fixed wing oircrofi is 30 yeors ond 97 percent of multi-engine piston oircroft are older thon

the typicol 20 yeor design lild lThe CASA Briefing, June 2010). Many RM aircraft are purchased brand new and are

fitted with advanced systems and safety features but the above mentioned restrictions prevent their operation in

the region.
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have left Canberra leaving aircraft owners with little choice but to maintain their aircraft at
interstate locations such as Wagga Wagga and Cootamundra.

L.2 A proposed secondary airfield

By establishing an airfield whose primary objective is to cater to recreational and sporting
pilots, the CRM intends to encourage more pilots and aircraft owners to operate from the
ACT. Similarly, those aviation related businesses whose customer base is drawn from this
group would be encouraged to establish a presence on the field. Community groups such as
the Canberra Aero Club, will be invited to set up on the field and CRAA would also invite other
community groups to participate in activities and open days.

Furthermore, student pilots will benefit from low traffic density at the airfield (compared with
CIA) and the absence of air traffic control allowing them to concentrate on the basic flying
skills required to successfully pilot an aircraft. Lower overheads in these areas leads to more
efficient training and lower costs for students, making a secondary airfield in Canberra a
potentially.attractive proposition for flying schools. ln addition, lower security costs would
make student training competitive with comparable airfields such as Bankstown in the Sydney
basin and Moorabbin and Essendon in the Melbourne area.

Access Economics has prepared this report to undertake a preliminary assessment of the
financial viability of the secondary airfield.

This following chapter provides an overview of the potential demand for a second aviation
base in the region. lt examines the growth of flying in Australia and aircraft numbers located
in the Canberra region. Community interest in aviation is also discussed in this chapter. The
third chapter outlines a proposal for an airfield in the southern most area of the territory. lt
discusses the type of facility to be provided and potential costs and revenues from such a
development. The report closes with some concluding remarks in chapter 4.

Commercial-in-Confidence
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2 Aviation in the ACT

CASA records indicate there are 196 aircraft with registered operators in the Canberra region

as at December 2009. ln addition to those aircraft registered with CASA there are an

additional4T registered with Recreational Aviation Australia (RAA). RAA is a self administered

body responsible for overseeing the operation of a class of airraft primarily aimed at

recreational aviators. These aircraft are similar in nature to most small, general aviation

aircraft, but tend to be newer, and sometimes, more complex than their CASA registered

counterparts. One aircraft cannot exist on both the CASA register and the RAA register at the

same time so there is no double counting in these figures.

Of these aircraft, few are located at ClA. A manual count of aircraft on the field over a period

of three weeks revealed an average of 22 single engine aircraft are parked at the airport. To

be fair, this number possibly understates the true figure for two main reasons:

f Given that some aircraft are flown on a frequent basis and may have therefore been

consistently missed in the counts, and

r Some aircraft are located in hangars and were not counted.

Allowing for an additional 12 aircraft would. bring ihe total to 34 aircraft located at ClA. This

number falls considerably short of the potential 243 that could be housed at CIA suggesting

the airport is not the most attractive option for most.

ln preparation for its master plan, CIA engaged consultants to develop a noise forecast based

on future traffic movements. While the forecasts were based on traffic growing from present

levels to 282,120 movements, it is worth noting that only a small portion of these movements

are carried out by general aviation aircraft.

lncluding the general aviation category of aircraft and training aircraft, the total movements in

the forecast allowed for only 2,708 movements. lt is also worth considering that a movement

is a take-off or landing, not the entire cycle. This forecast thus implies future general aviation

movements at CIA to consist of around 1,354 flights per year, or less than four per day.

These figures also include twin engine aircraft movements, a sector of the market not being

targeted by CRAA. Excluding these from the figures would results in a figure even less than the

1,354 given above.

Examining only the training component of the forecast reveals a projection of 815 movements

per annum, again including twin engine aircraft so the single engine movements are less than

this. Using the same methodology applied above, this equates to around one training flight

per day.

while clA recognises the importance of general aviation and training:

Generol Aviation and militory aviation are essentiol for the ongoing success of
avi ation i n Austra lia..

They also recognise and acknowledge their responsibility to fare paying passengers and the

priority that must be placed on these flights:

{
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General Aviotion and other smoller aircraft witt be restricted during times of high
demond as higher copacity aircraft are given priority.

ln addition to these operational difficulties CIA also draw attention to the high operating costs
associated with operating from a major security controlled airport:

Furthermore, Commonwealth Governmeni-imposed aviation security
requirements at maior oirports have unfortunately imposed a significont cost ond
inconvenience burden on recreotional General Aviotion operations.

Security is, of course, a concern at major airports where large numbers of passengers should
be able to travel with the knowledge their safety is being given the utmost attention. ln this
context separating private aviation, or a large portion of it, from paid services would reduce
the security risks associated with having general aviation located in close proximity to larger
aviation operations.

Given its location and objectives, the proposed secondary airfield is not likely to attract
considerable objections from ClA, given the comments relating to a secondary airfield in their
master plan:

Canberra Airport olso notes private proposals for o separate Generol Aviotion
aerodrome or airfield within the ACT. Canberra Airport does not oppose the
development of such o facility, provided its locotion and operations do not
interfere in any woy with the current and future operations of Canberro Airport...

2.t Canberra region demographics

The population within the ACT consists of those living in Canberra and its suburbs but the
workforce also commutes in from other surrounding areas. The ABS notes these areas include
Queanbeyan, Palerang and the Yass Valley. For the purposes of this exercise, population
estimates also include areas around the ACT with current aviation links to the region. For
example, the Goulburn Mulwaree is also considered as many aviators in this area also utilise
the existing Canberra based facilities and may therefore be considered as part of the target
market for any secondary airfield in the Territory. Furthermore, the airfield would provide
attractive options for those in the Cooma-Monaro region to the south of Canberra.

The ACT had a population of around 35o,ooo as at June 2oog.2 For consistency across data
sources we employ the population data as at June 2008, this allows robust sources for
population estimates within the surrounding regions as well. This gives an official estimate of
346,000 as at June 2008.3 Table 2.1 shows the population for the surrounding areas ranges
from 40,000 in Queanbeyan to 10,200 in the Cooma-Monaro area. ln total this brings the
population in canberra and the surrounding regions to some 4sz,ooo people.

2 
ABS Catalogue Number 3201.0 - Population by Age and Sex, Australian States and Territories, June 2009

3 
ABS Catalogue Number 3218.0 - Regional population Growth, Australia, 2OO7-O}
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Table 2.1; Population of ACT and surrounding areas as at June 2008

Area Population

ACT

Queanbeyan

Goulburn Mulwaree

Yass Valley

Palerang

Cooma-Monaro

Total

source: ABS Catalogue number 3201.0 - Regional Population GroMh, Australia, 2007-08

To construct a reasonable estimate for potential resident aircraft on the airfield it is useful to

compare the ACT region with other regions within Australia. Table 2.2 shows the population

and resident aircraft numbers for several airfields with similar characteristics to the

Williamsdale proposal. Parafield is the exception to this but is included as it is a secondary

airfield in Adelaide, the smallest state capital in Australia.

T able 2.22 Other airfields

345 000

40,000

28,000

14OOO

14,000

10,000

452,OOO

Airfield Population Resident aircraft

Aldinga (Onkaparinga LGA)

Cessnock

158,000

50,000

90

82

.55
150

Murray Bridge 19,000

Parafield (Salisburv LGA) t27,5OO

I

Source: ABS Catalogue Number 3218.0 - Regional Population Growth, Australia, 2007-08, consultation with relevant

airfield operators,

Cessnock, located in the Hunter Valley region in NSW, has a population of 50,000. lts airfield is

the primary field in the area and is located close to the winery region making it ideal for tourist

flights in the area. Excluding transient aircraft, around 80 aircraft are parked on the airfield on

a permanent basis. Maintenance services are provided at the airfield with qualified staff able

to service and maintain both general aviation and RAA registered aircraft.

parafield is a secondary airfield in Adelaide and complements the main international airport

located closer to the city centre. The population of Salisbury, the local government area that
parafiild is located in, is 727,500, however, in reality the airfield provides services for the

broader Adelaide area with a population of 1.2 million

The airfield has some 160 resident aircraft and over 70 businesses located consisting of
maintenance facilities, flying training and pilot supplies businesses. ln total these businesses

employ around 500 staff and provide services to private and commercial aircraft operators as

well as training domestic and international students.

Aldinga is located in South Australia approximately 45km south of Adelaide. lt is part of the

Onkaparinga local government area and has a population of almost 160,000. The airfield is

very active and has 90 aircraft located there on a permanent basis. ln addition to this aircraft

maintenance can be carried out at the field and flying training facilities are available. The
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airfield plays an active role in local tourism offering charter flights and scenic tours of the local
area. The airfield also has an active social community with pilots flying in from other airports
to visit and participate in local activities.

Murray Bridge is located farther afield some 75km south east of Adelaide. ln a town of only
19,000 the airfield has more than 50 resident aircraft and is home to an active flying club and
gliding club providine flieht training services to the local area.

lncome data for each of the local government areas these airfields are located in is presented
in Chart 2.1 together with the Canberra region as defined earlier. The data used here is weekly
incomes and is taken from the 2006 Census data provided by the ABS.

Chart 2.1: lncome distribution across regions

25%

20%

75%o

70%

5%

o%

-"-^""'-..".""""st'd
*"Cr,..t*."""d*.'d..f".*d"."o-"^".J

ICessnock trOnkapringa NlMurrayBridge Esalisbury ECanberraregion

Source: ABS Census data 2006

lncome comparisons amongst these regions and the Canberra region show Canberra has a
disproportionately small number of people with low incomes (S0 - 5399) and an equally
disproportionate number of high income earners (51000 or more). Table 2.3 shows the share
of income across three weekly income brackets for each region.' The average share is also
presented alongside the shares for Canberra.
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Table 2.3: Average income shares

Weekly
income

Cessnock Onkapringa Salisbury Average CanberraMurray
Bridge

so - s3se

S+oo -
Sggg

51000 or
more

33%

24% 2t% LZ% t8% 47%

Source: ABS Census data 2005

Around 40% of workers in the other regions earn $399 or less per week with another 40%

earning up to $ggg. Just 18% earns more than 5999 per week in these regions. This compares

with the relatively high income earned in Canberra and the surrounding areas where a little

more than 4O/o earn over S10OO per week and a further 33% are earning between S+OO and

5999 per week. Only one quarter of workers is earning less than $400 per week.

2.2 Demand for a second airfield facility

The high incomes and relatively large population in Canberra would suggest potentially unmet

demand for aviation related activity. ln addition to this, there appears to be considerable

interest in aviation in the ACT, evidenced by:

I The Canberra lnternational Airport open day in 2006 attracted more than 7,500 visitors

with this number doubling to 15,000 in2OO7 and 2008, and mole than 18,000 in 2010.4

f Brindabella Airlines Flight Tr:aining currently operates from Canberra lnternational

Airport and has expressed an interest in operating from an alternative facility located

. close to Canberra.

I The Canberra Aero Club has been in existence for over 70 years and has in excess of 100

members.

I The Australian Air Force Cadets currently have two squadrons, 315 and 334 located in

Canberra.

I Canberra has an active squadron of the Australian Air League which meets weekly.

I The Canberra Gliding Club meets every Monday evening in Woden and runs flying

activities every weekend.

I Nearby aero clubs including Tumut, Southern Highlands (Goulburn) and the Snowy River

Aviators (Adaminaby) are allwell attended by Canberra residents.

With 196 aircraft currently on the general aviation register (in the ACT) and around 47 on the

RAA register, this gives the potential for around 24O aircraft to be permanently located at

Williamsdale. ln addition to this there are currently more than 850 people in the ACT who

a 
Based on information contained in Canberra lnternational Airport's Hub newsletter (editions 34,4!,47 and 54).

Available at - http://www.canberraairport.com.au/air-media/hub10.cfm, accessed 18 February 2010'

5 This facility has recently announced that flying training operations will cease from late 2010 due to the high costs

and operational difficulties associated with Canberra lnternational Airport.
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have been granted privileges to fly consisting of 691 pilots who hold licences issued by GASA
and a further 165 with RM issued pilot certificates with recent growth in both sectors being
strong in recentyears. 6

For the purposes of the revenue estimates used in this study the growth rate of aircraft is fixed
at 7% per annum for general aviation aircraft and 3% per annum for RM registered aircraft,
these estimates are considered to be long term, sustainable growth rates given recent history.

General aviation has grown from a mere 102 aircraft in 1928 to in excess of 13,000 today. The
number of aircraft on the register has grown steadily over this period with sharp increases
recorded from around 1960 onwards (see Chart 2.2). ln recent times the only yearly decline in
numbers was experienced in 2005 although the Civil Aviation Safety Authority attributes this
decline to legislative changes that resulted in some 300 aircraft being removed from the
register. From 2000 onwards, the average year on year change in the number of aircraft on
the register has been 7.86% including 2006 year where aircraft numbers fell.

Chart2.2: Genera! aviation aircraft numbers (# of aircraft)
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7945 1955 1965 7975

Source: Civil Aviation Safety Authority, Civil Aircraft Register

Growth in the RM sector has been solid with membership and aircraft numbers growing as
per Table 2.4. The data shows membership has grown at an average annual rate of more than
10% while aircraft numbers have also shown a solid increase over the same period..ln more

6 
Based on aircraft and pilot data supplied by the Civil Aviation Safety Authority and Recreational Aviation Australia.

ln addition to these figures there are a number of military pilots currently based in Canberra. While these pilots are
not captured in the CASA and RAA figures they do fly aircraft hired from local schools and clubs in order to remain
current while employed in non-flying roles within defence. This suggests there may be a higher level of demand
than that indicated here,
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recent years growth has slowed, no doubt due, in part, to the economic climate. ln this sense

the 3% growth rate applied in the forecasts is a reasonable but conseruative estimate of

aircraft registrations going forward.

Table 2.4: RAA growth

Year Membership Aircraft

2005

2005

2007

2008

2009

5,996

6,946

7,800

8,440

9,186

t,799

2,t47

2,493

2,805

)'v

Source: Recreational Aviation Australia.

Despite the high numbers of aircraft that would potentially use the new airfield as a home

base, we assume no more than 50% of these actually relocate to the airfield on a permanent

basis. To project the adoption rate over time we use a typical '9 curve.T The resulting aircraft

demand potential is shown in Chart 2.3. By 2017,50% of the aircraft in the region are

captured and use the airfield as their home field with GA registered aircraft representing the

majority of these. From this time onwards the only increase in aircraft numbers comes from

the underlying growth rates outlined earlier.

Chart 2.3: Potential demand for a second airfield (# of aircraft)
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7 The 'y curve is estimated using the formula O.5*(/(1+exp(0.7*( +))))'
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ln addition to those aircraft using the airfield as a permanent base, demand may arise from
emergency services (who have expressed an interest in using the airstrip for fire fighting
cii:erations) and other transient traffic landing at the field.

2.3 Employment opportunities

Employment at the airfield will mainty be driven by the number of aircraft using the facilities.
Experience at the other locations discussed in section 2.1 shows that around 1 full time
maintenance person would be required for every 20 aircraft. Based on the aircraft projections
above, 7 full time maintenance people would be required by 2ol7 when aircraft numbers
reach aroun d t4o. This estimate in itself could be considered as conservative in the sense that
it assumes no maintenance is conducted on aircraft other than those using the airfield as a
home base. Furthermore, the additional maintenance work would not come at the expense of
existing maintenance carried out at CIA as little work is currently carried out on GA aircraft
there now. ln reality, aircraft owners and operators often fly their aircraft to tocations such as
Wagga Wagga, Moruya and Cootamundra for maintenance. Although the effects are not
considered here, this suggests there may be the potential for maintenance business to come
from off field aircraft.

Flying training is a growing sector in Australia and a significant employer in the aviation sector.
The BITRE (2008) notes that flying hours associated with training activities increased from
424,OoO hours in 2006 to 485,600 in 2008. Table 2.5 shows the training hours flown each year
for general aviation.
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Table 2.5: Flying time associated with training ('000 hours)

Year Hours Percent change on previous Year

2006

2007

2008

424.O

455.4

485.6

2.O

7.4

6.6

(v

Source: Bureau of lnfrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics, General Aviation Activity 2008

RM has experienced strong growth in the training sector as well. The number of flight training

facilities accredited to provide training under the supervision of the organisation has increased

from 100 in 2005 to more than 150 in 2009 (Table 2.61, an average growth rate of L1".5% per

year.

Tabte 2.5: Recreational Aviation Australia flight training facilities

Year Number of flight training facilities Percent change on previous Year

100

113

t28
139

L54

Source: Recreational Aviation Australia

Most capital cities in Australia have a secondary airfield from which smaller aviation related

businesses and training organisations can operate. With no secondary location in Canberra,

operators are forced out of the region or face the higher costs associated with the additional

security requirements placed on major airports dealing with fare paying customers. These

additional costs in Canberra have resulted in many businesses closing down, including several

flying schools, as they cannot compete with the lower priced options interstate. ln addition to
providing a more cost competitive base for local operators to utilise, a secondary airfield in

Canberra would have several advantages over the main airport facilities when it comes to

flight training:

I Being located outside of controlled airspace allows students to focus on the basic skills

of flying rather than be distracted by the added complexities of dealing with air traffic

control.

I Close proximity to various types of airspace makes the transition from ob initio training

to more complex cross country flying involving controlled airspace, military zones, etc.

less costly in terms of flying time and thus training costs.

I Less traffic means more efficient access into and out of the airfield and the ability to
conduct more circuits in an hour leading to more efficient use of time for pilots.

These factors combine to make the training and small business opportunities at a secondary

airfield competitive with locations such as Bankstown in the Sydney region, Archerfield in

Brisbane and so forth. The secondary airfield would also be competitive for interstate and

internationat students given its close proximity to a major capital city and easy access to
commercial flights. ln contrast to this, many of these activities are no longer commercially

2005

2005

2007

2008

2009

Unknown

13

13

9

7t
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viable at CIA resulting in any potential economic benefits accruing to other states. There's a
real problem with this line of arsument <--

Brindabella Airlines Flight Training has been operating from CIA since 2000 and is the last flying
school to be operating within the ACT. When it commenced operations in 2000 there were 6
profitable schools operating from the airport. From September 2010 they will cease to
operate citing airport costs and operational pressures as a critical factor in their decision. The
manager of the facility, Lara Corry-Boyd has said, "a second smaller airfield within reach of
Canberra would [make] it much easier to continue operating".s

The school currently employs 10 flying instructors and ground instructor and a chief flying
instructor to oversee the school. ln addition to this there are approximately two
administrative staff and a number of personnel employed to maintain the 13 aircraft used in
flight training operations. A secondary airfield would create the opportunity for this business
to continue operating in the ACT and maintain the existing levels of employment associated
with it.

Universities and other tertiary organisations also engage in flight training at other airfields
around the country. The University of NSW, Swinburne University of Technology, the
University of South Australia and Griffith University provide several examples of tertiary
education providers offering training in the sector. With three universities, the University of
Canberra, the Australian National University and the Australian Defence Force Academy, as
well as an additional tertiary provider, Canberra lnstitute of Technology, there is scope for
formal education programs to be developed and marketed to a global audience. Given their
reach into international markets, and especially Asia, these institutions would be well placed to
capture part of the lucrative pilot training market in China and lndia that is currently the
domain of interstate training organisations. Catering to this market would create employment
in the education and aviation industries together with export opportunities for the region.

The potential for significant aircraft manufacturing and sales activity also exists for a site
located near Canberra. Several RM aircraft businesses have expressed interests in operating
from a Canberra based location, however, the controlled airspace inhibits their ability to do so
and prevents them from relocating. The addition of a second airfield outside of the airspace
boundaries would allow them to operate from a location with better access to a major
Australian city.

Jobs associated with incidental operations at the airfield would also be'created. Demand for
services such as fuelling, pilot supplies, etc. may create further demand for labour and hence
stimulate employment in the region.

8 Canberra Times 15 March 201Q "Costs ground ACT's last flight school"
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3 The proposed airfield

The proposed location for a secondary airfield in the ACT would be at Williamsdale to the

south of Canberra. The site is approximately 30 to 40 minutes drive from the centre of

Canberra.

3.1 Landing areas

The airfield woutd be established with a grass landing strip in order to generate immediate

revenues and cash flow. The landing strip would be a 1000 metre strip aligned roughly parallel

with the Monaro Highway in an almost north/south direction.

A study conducted by Airport Technicat Services determined the site to be suitable for single

engine and light twin engine aircraft and noted its suitability as an aerial base for fire fighting

using both fixed and rotary wing aircraft

The airfield location has an elevation of approximately 2,300 feet and is sited in an area where

the controlled airspace lower limit is at 4500 feet above mean sea level. Aircraft tracking along

the ILS flight path to Canberra will be at an elevation of at least 5000 feet, more than 2500 feet

above the airfield elevation. Aircraft in the circuit area of the Williamsdale airfield will be at

1000 feet above ground tevel leaving 1500 feet vertical separation between aircraft and at

least 1000 feet clearance from the control zone.

3.2 Aircraft parking

Aircraft parking facilities will be provided from the time the airfield becomes operational. This

would commence with a grassed parking area fitted with suitable aircraft tie downs in a similar

fashion to the majority of parking currently available at ClA. Space for hangar facilities could

also be provided for those pilots wishing to erect undercover parking for their aircraft.

3.3 Costing

The airfield costs are broken into two categories - capital expenditure and operating

expenditure.

The main components of the capital expenditure are:

I Land acquisition;

I Landing area construction;

Fencing;

Building;

Electricalworks; and

Roadworks.

ACCE55
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The cost estimates for these items sum to approximately S1.1 million with the largest items
being the purchase and construction of the landing area. An allowance of S5O0,OOO has been
given for land purchase with the cost for establishing the grass landing being approximately
S3oo,ooo.

The construction costs are based on quotes given by Hewitt Constructions and include:

I Site establishment, environmental control and survey;

f Earthworks for the construction of a grass runway;

I Costing for works related to stormwater drainage; and

f Contingency for unexpected costs.

Fencing would be established to prevent unauthorised access from the road side of the
property and be upgraded to a full boundary fence at a later date. Similarly, building
construction andload works would be carried out at a basic level until such time that finances
permit improving the infrastructure.

Operational expenses include the ongoing expenses associated with the running of the airfield.
The costs include:

I Salaries and superannuation;

I Airfield maintenance;

r Utilities;

f Office and administration costs;

f Waste disposal (refuse, sewerage, cleaning, etc.);

I lnsurance, legal and professional fees; and

I Airfield leasing costs and rates charges.

The biggest contributors to the operational expenses are insurance costs and salaries.
lnsurance is estimated to be in the order of 520,000 per year while salaries vary over time. lt is
envisaged that the airfield will be run on a largely voluntary basis, however, a small charge has
been allowed for salaries

During the first three years of operation a $15,000 expense has been allowed for a part time
employee to supervise airfield operations and track aircraft movements. After this period it is
expected that movements will grow to a level that warrants a full time employee and the
salary expenses increase to S45,OOO per annum. ln addition to this, superannuation expenses
have been included at a rate of 9%.

The total operating expenses are expected to run at about 560,000 to S6s,ooo per annum in
the first three years with this increasing to approximately $100,000 in the years following the
appointment of a full time employee.

Comniercial-in-Confidence
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3.4 Revenues

Revenue streams will come from three main sources - long term aircraft parking fees, aircraft

landing fees and overnight parking fees.

tn broad terms, three types of parking will be offered at the airfield - parking on the grass,

shared hangar space and private hangar space. RM registered aircraft are limited to two seats

and thus tend to be smaller than their GA counterparts so a distinction is made between

charges for the two types. ln addition to this RM aiicraft tend to be younger and employ

newer technologies much more than GA aircraft. This impacts the likelihood of them being

parked outdoors versus using hangars that protect them from the elements. Table 3.1 shows a

breakdown of the share of aircraft likely to use each parking option and indicative fees.

Table 3.1: Aircraft parking breakdown

airfield facility in Canberra

Generalaviation Recreational aviation\..

Grass parking

Shared hangar 25 975

Share (%)

55

Annual fee (S)

650

Share (%)

45

35

Annual fee (S)

500

750

Private hansar 10 t'L70 20 900

Source: CRAA estimates based on information from other airfields with similar characteristics

With 7 RM registered aircraft and 32 GA registered aircraft the revenues for 2011 would be in

the order of 530,000. Growth in aircraft numbers (see Chart 2.3 above) will see revenue from

aircraft parking grow to S100,000 by 2020.

According to Avdata, the company engaged to collect airport charges for ClA, landing charges

arc SzL.4Zlt maximum takeoff weight per movement at Canberra.s Bankstown, Sydney's

secondary airfield, charges $t4.6glt while Archerfield in Brisbane chaiges S13.80/t. Avdata

shows regional airfields such as Moruya and Wagga Wagga are cheaper at S8.35/t and $l rc/t
respectively.

Table 3.2: Landing charges

I
Location $/tonne Typical

Canberra

Bankstown

Archerfield

Moruya

Wagga Wagga

27.42

14.69

13.80

23.56

t6.L6

1s.18

8.35 9.20

7.76 8.54

Note: Typicat fees are based on a Cessna 172 or Piper Warrior with a maximum takeoff weight of 1,100k9.

Source: Avdata and airport charging schedules.

For the analysis here landing fees are assumed to be a flat rate of $10 per landing for those

aircraft that are not based at the airfield. Assuming 250 landings per year in 2011

s A typical Cessna 172 or Piper Warrior has a maximum take<iff weight of around 1,100kg making the per landing

charges slightly higher than those specified here. For comparative purposes the per tonne pricing structure

provides a useful benchmark.

ACC€55
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(approximately o] per day) wilt equate to S2,5OO in revenue. After five years of operation this
number is assumed to grow to 450 per year (1.2 per day) and generate S45oo per year.

ln addition to landing fees, most airfields also charge a parking fee. For Canberra, this is.
currently 522.38/t per day while at Archerfield it is S2.57t with a minimum charge of 55.14
per day. An overnight parking fee of S15 per aircraft (including landing fee) for visiting aircraft
is used heie. ln 2077,50 overnight stays are projected with this growing to 250 by 2015. This
will offer a further S75o to 53,750 in annuai revenue.

other revenues from site leases, rent, etc. are not considered in this analysis due to the
uncertainty surrounding take up and lease/rental rates.

3.5 Net reivenue

Chart 3.1 shows expected profits over time. Yearly net revenues are expected to be positive
trom 2OL! onwards, however, the airfield is not assumed to breakeven until Z}tgll},ihe 1o,h
year. of operation assuming a 2010 commencement date.

Chart 3.1: Yearty and cumulative profits

1,500,000

1,000,000

500,000

0

-500,000

-1,000,000

-1,500,000

-Annual 
net profit 

. - 
Cumulative

Despite the airfield operating with positive cash flows in a retatively short period of time, from
a coinmercial point of view the airfield is not likety to be an attractive prospect. This is
because ofthe large upfront capitat costs

The net present value of the airfield, using a 7% discount rate, is -5333,500 for the period 2010
to 2020. The internal rate of return, the discount rate at which'the net present value of the

"-Jtt "d) "dl "dP "d) "S "".," "$ "": "o" "^d,t "-d> "dP "dtr 
4;r,- "d
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project is zero, is !.5%, well below generally acceptable rates of return for a commercial

investment. The net present value for a range of discount rates is given in Table 3.3 below.

Table 3.3: Net present value of airfield (2010 - 2020)

3%

-Sros eo+

Note: Dr'scount rates used for sensitivity are based on the Office of Best Practice and Regulation guidelines for cost

benefit analysis. NPV and rates of return are expressed in real terms'

Source: Access Economics estimates

3.5 Non-airfield revenues

These revenues are attributable to the airfield but do not accrue to the airfield operator. That

is, they are a direct result of the airfield being established, however, they arise from the

business activities of other firms on the field.

Every aircraft is required, by law, to undergo an extensive inspection regime once a year or

once for every 100 hours flown, whichever occurs first. The requirements for who does the

inspection are different between RAA and GA registered aircraft so the estimates provided

here are conservative in that they only account for the GA aircraft. Furthelmore, they assume

only U3 of the aircraft based on the field are maintained on the field. ln reality the

expectation is that a much higher proportion of aircraft would be maintained on the field and

aircraft from other locations would also be serviced. Moreover, the estimates are based on

one annual inspection being carried out on each aircraft when many aircraft may in fact fly

more than 100 hours per year and therefore requir.e more than this.

The average cost of an annual inspection for a single engine, fixed undercarriage aircraft is

around S5OOO. With 11 aircraft being serviced in 2011 and 35 in 2O2O this results in

maintenance revenues of between 553,000 and 5123,000 per year.

Flying schools will also generate revenue on the field. Two types of licences are considered

here and the estimates are conservative for a number of reasons.

The two licences are the private pilot licence (PPL) and the commercial pilot licence (CPL).

Each of these have different minimum requirement in terms of theory and practical

experience. Many people self study for both licences so the theory costs are not considered in

this analysis. For the practical experience, the calculations are based on the minimum

requirements of 40 hours flying time for the PPL and 150 hours for the CPL. Despite these

requirements many pilots take longer to achieve their licence (especially for the PPL). ln

addition to this there are strict requirements surrounding the timeframe in which a CPL

student must fly the 150 hours required for the licence. Many students do not meet this

requirement and must fly an extra 50 hours (total of 200 hours) to obtain their licence.

The average hourly rate for the flying time also varies between licence type. This is due to the

requirement that a certain number of hours must be flown in a 'complex aircraft' for the CPL

which increases the costs.

The training figures used here also do not consider additional training beyond the licence

issue. These additional activities may include night flying ratings, aircraft feature

7%

-Sses,soz

t7%

-S+sg,zeg

IRR
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v
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, ir,n"r" factors considered together suggest that
the estimates provided here are conservative in nature.

Assuming 5 of each licence are issued in 2011 and this grows to 10 by 2015 and is maintained
from this point onwards there would be bebveen 200 and 400 hours flown for ppL students
and 750 and 1000 hours for CPL students. Using an average hourly cost of 5250 for ppl and
SZSO for CPL this amounts to between 5260,000 and SSZO,OOO in additionat annuat revenue. lt
should be noted that these figures are conservative estimates, Brindabella Airtines Flight
Training currently flies some 4000 hours per year for training whereas the estimates given here
allow for only 1900 intotal at the end ol2025. '

,.)
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The pot6ntialfor a secondary airfield facility in Canberra

4 Conclusions

This prima focie study of a secondary airfield in the Canberra region suggests that there is
demand for such a facility.

Based on the preliminary analysis, the airfield would generate an internal rate of return of less

than 1.5%. While this falls below the rate required by most commercial investors, alternative

business models, such as a not-for-profit venture, may be suitable.

Having said this, a more rigorous and detailed analysis needs to be undertaken in order to
ascertain detailed estimates of the costs of establishing the airfield, ongoing operational costs

and the level of demand for the facilities. Refining these numbers will help to make a clearer
judgement in terms of the financial returns of an airfield and also inform a cost benefit analysis

that considers the broader economy wide impacts of such a project.

Furthermore, suitable models for ongoing operation of the airfield need to be explored to
develop a governance structure that meets the needs of the community while also ensuring

the ongoing viability of the airfield. Such a structure also needs to encourage the on field
presence of aircraft owners, aviation related businesses and other interested parties as well as

minimise the risks associated with the project.

H485flffi,,.=
Commercial-in-Confidence
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Date

To Chief Minister

o Chief Executive

. Deputy Chief Executive, Business and Projects

cc. N s. Executive Director

,\-

From

Subject

Purpose

To brief you on the current situation in regard to the proposed Williamsdale General

Aviation facility, and on a study to assist in evaluating its merit.

Background

A study of the public interest elements of the Williamsdale proposal was to have been

undertaken in mid-2008, to establish the extent to which the Territory would 9: justified in

facilitating the proposal. Public interest elements include the ability to useffie as a

forward nr.-ngtti"g base for fixed wing aircraft, and the extent of economic activity that

could be generated by its development 
.

Prior to that study getting underway, Actew-AGL indicated its intention to develop a gas-

fired power stationln thJ vicinity of Williamsdale. Informal discussions withthe Civil
Aviaiion Safety Authority (CASA) indicated that whilst this is not seen as a major problem,

it will depend io an extbnt on the size, design and siting of the plant - none of which have

yet been decided.

A scoping study for the broader public interest study was unclertaken, but was inconclusive.

Recent developments

(-

Williamsdale General Aviation Airf,reld -
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The discussions with ActewAGL at officer level were intended to alert ActewAGL to the

possible development of the GA facility, to seek its reaction and potential for planning its

developments in away sympathetic to GA operations and, ideally, to establish whether

there iJ any scope for cooperative development. It is likely, however, that it will be some

considerable time before ActewAGL is in a position to provide the information required to

evaluate aircraft operational issues.

There has been increasing interest in the GA community in the project, with a group

formed !n early 2009 to see whether it can be progressed. This group includes JeffBoyd of
BrindabellaAirlines, Paul Tyrell, CEO ofthe Regional Airline Association of Australi4
and Terry Wesley-Smith, former CEO of Pilatus Australia inthe ACT, which moved to

South Australia when it was unable to get a lease extension at Canberra Airport.

Theway forward

Given the on-going level of interest in the proposal and the likely length of time.before

ActewAGL's plans are sufficiently developed to evaluate their impact on the Williamsdale

GA site, it is proposed. to commission a broader study to look at the overall economics of
the proposal. This will include evaluating the public interest aspects of the proposal.

We have previously sought aviation consultants with appropriate expertise in other areas to
gndertake studies. This has proven lirniting, particularly in regards to the ability to analyse

and quantiff public interest considerations. Accordingly, we will seek a consultant with
appropriate economic and marketing skills, who will be required to bring aviation expertise

'on bourd', if and when required. Terms of reference for the study are being developed.

Consultation

ActewAGL

X'inancial

It is anticipated that the study will cost around $30 000.

As there is increasing indushy and community interest in this proposal, a media statement

vnifl be prepared for your considerationwhen the consultancy is being finalized.

Recommendation

That you note the above information.

Andrew Wilson
Phone: 70274

t,lv^-- --C,.{2 /k-'l
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TtlIIT ilIilISTIR'S DIPARIfiE}lI

Date due with
Minister's Oflice

21.04.09

Any other critical date and reason

Subjecfi Airport at Williamsdale

Reply to correspondence from:
(ifrelevant)

Date due
with CE Oflice

rt least 2 working days
before Minister's OIf ce

Tracking Numbers

c698109

(\-

iv

Contact Officer:

Cleared by
A/g Executive Director:

Cleared by
Deputy Chief Executive

AndrewWilson

Alan Franklin

Davj!-Dawet--

Telephone: 70274

Date:

tl vl,f
Date:

*h(ot.

@ivcr
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Ion StanhopeMlA

CHIEFMINISTER

MINISTERFORTRANSPORT MINISTER FORTERRITORY AND MTIMCIPAL SERVICES

MINIS'TER FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

MINISTER FOR INDIGENOUS A]ryARS MINISTER FOR THE ARTS AND HERTTAGE

MEI'TBERFoRGnnmromnn

MsAnnetteEllis MP
Member for Canberra
POBox6022
Parliament House
CANBERRA ACT 2600

Dear Ms Ellis
1\-

c@PY@

Thank you for your letter of 17 March 2009 about the proposal for development of an
airfield at Williamsdale in the ACT.

The original proposal was put to the ACT Government by Mr Christopher Price in
2004. Mr Price proposed that aGeneral Aviation (GA) airfield could be developed at
Williamsdale, which would also serve as a forward base for fixed-wing fire-fighting
aircraft when required.

A preliminary assessment was undertaken in August 2004 onthe proposed
Williamsdale site to establishwhether it'was suitable for development as a GA airfield.
A copy of this assessment is enclosed for your information.

The report was generally favourable. From that aspect it is clear thatif aprivate
sector developer were to purchase land in the vicinity and meet the relevant planning
requirements, aprivate GA airfield could be developed.

However, the submission put to the Territory proposed that the ACT Government
should fund the development. There are therefore a number of issues relating to
development of an airfield at Williamsdale which need to be resolved. These include
whether the extent of public benefit in the proposal is sufficient to justify Government
intervention, what the actual cost of development and the extent of the market for the
airfield would be, and what impacts the development would have on the envirorunent
and the community.

More recently, however, another issue has emerged. Transgrid has recently purchased
property at Williamsdale to build a transformer station to ensure a second power
supply to Canberra. Following the decision by ActewAGL that it will not proceed

with a major gas.fired power generating facility close to Canberra, it is now
investigating the possibility of constructing a power station and associated

infrastructure on part of the Transgrid properly.

ACT LEGTSLATIVE ASSEI.aLY

London Circuit Canberra ACT 2601 GPO Box 102O Canberra ACt 2607

Phone (O2) 62050104 Fax (02) 6205 04[33 Email stan]rope@act.gov.au
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Until the nafire, scale and exact location of these facilities is known, and whether they
areto go ahead, we will notbe ableto assess whether development of a General

Aviation affield is compatible with their development. These projects comprise very
significant investnents for the ACT, and I am sure that you will recognise that we

would not wish to jeopardise them.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Yours sincerely

fl)l---tK-
JoilNtanhope MLA
Chief Minister

2 4 APR 2009

,v
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PARLIAMENT OF AUSTRALIA

HOUSE OF REPRESENIATTYES

Annette Ellis MP
Federal Member for Canberra

;e rr/"r

t

Tuesday, 17 March 2009: bs

Mr John Stanhope MLA

ACT Chief Minister
Legislative Assembty
GPO Box 1020
Canberra ACT 2501

oearchigf*ffndr,5.g^
-/

I am writing to you today about a constituent inquiry from .

informed me of a proposal for an emergency services and regional airport for

Canberra, to be based at Williamsdale.

According to :, a report was met with a positive reaction in September 2004, but has

since not been acted on.

Would it possible to be sent a copy of the repo6 as well as some information on this proposal and

the ACT Government's Position on it?

I look forward to your rePlY.

Kind regards,v

W'Lu^
Annette Ellis MP
Member for Canberra

Canberra Electorate Offi ce

2O5 Anketell Street -Tuggeranong ACT 2900

Phone 6293 1344 - Fax 6293 1 068

www annette-ellis.alP.org.au

Parliament House Office

PO Box 6022 - Parliament House

Canberra ACT 2600

Phone 6277 4372 - Fax 6277 8491
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Australian Government

Department of Infrastructure, Thansport,
Regional Development and Local Government

Luke Osbome
A/g Section Head

Queensland and Territories
Aviation and Airports

40 Apil2009

GPoBox5e4canberra,f 
:1.,3l:",*:::rm"H:ff :i3',ot?Uorlul']'lo

Facsimile: 02 6257 2505
017

G@PY
000033

Reference: 01920-2009

Dear

Thank you for your letter dated 27 February 2009 to the Hon Anthony Albanese MP, the

Minister for Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and Local Government, about

an emergency services and generil aviation airfield for Canberra. The Minister has asked

me to reply on his behalf. I regret the delay in replying

The Australian Government recognises the importance of the General Aviation (GA) sector

as an enabler for many industries in addition to its broader conkibution to community
outcomes such as the provision of emergency services.

The Aviation White Paper is currently the primary mechanism for the Government to

consider all aspects of aviation policy and the views of those with an interest in the future of
the Australian aviation industry.

The local Canberra GA community is to be commended forbringing its proposal for a

secondary general aviation and emergency services airfield to the attention of the ACT
Government. I understand that the feasibility study you refer to in your correspondence

remains under the consideration of the ACT Government.

A copy of this response has been provided to the ACT Chief Minister's Department-

I trust this information is of assistance.

Yours sincerely
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COPY, IET MINTSTER'S DEPARTMENT
Business & Proiects Division

Mr Michael Costello AO
Chief Executive Officer
ActewAGL
GPO Box 366
CANBERRA ACT 260I

/n'4'
Dear Mr Cdtello

,/
In January 2OOg lwrote requesting information in relation to ActewAGL's plans to build
a gas-fired power station and other facilities at Williamsdale, and how this might affect

proposals that have been put to the ACT Govemment to establish a General Aviation
(GA) airfield at Williamsdale.

The proposal is that the airfield be developed on Blocks 1482, t647 and 1648

Tuggeranong. The southem end of the runway would be approximately two kilometers

from the site identified for the Transgrid sub-station. Whilst the airfield has not been

approved it is still under active consideration by the ACT Government.

The Chief Minister continues to receive representations from the aviation community

about the Williamsdale GA proposal, and I am therefore also seeking information on

location, scale and projected timing of specific development (including the timing of
when decisions witl be made on whether such developments will occur and when location

decisions will be finalised).

Our primary concern at this stage is to identiff any issues that you consider might impact

on your investment decision. I am aware that facilities located in the Williamsdale area

might include gas fired power station, back-up data centres and a solar farm facility, and

the information that I am seeking includes how each of these proposals would be affected

by the presence of a GA airfield on the blocks identified above, the nature of any issues

arising from the potential co-location, and the parameters of those issues - ie, the

thresholds that would ensure that they cease to be issues.

I am seeking a meeting with yourself to discuss whether there ale ways in which

identified issues could be overcome, and whether there might be mutually beneficial ways

to progress both your proposed developments and the proposed GA airfield. Ms Penelope

Layland, Senior Advisor to the Chief Minister and Mr Andrew Wilson, Senior Manager

in my offtce would also be attending.

,\-

ACT GOVERNMENT GPO Box 158 Canberra ACT
T 132281

ACT Govemment Homepage: http://www.act.gov.au
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I will direct my office to arrange amutually convenient
officer in the Chief Ministers Departuent is Ivtr Andrew 1

strategic ProjectFacilitation, who canbe contacted on (02) o2o7 0274.

Yours sincerely

David Dawes
Deputy Chief Executive
Business and Projects

# tpntzoog
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ttlltt iltll ISTIR'S D EPARI[{EllT

Date due with
Minister's Office

23.03.09

Any other critical date and reason

Subjecfi Proposal for an airfield at Williamsdale

Telephonez 70274

)ate:.- "r/sh
Date:

"*b(n.

Date:

Date due
with CE Office

at least2 working days
before Mlnister's Oflice

Tracking Numbers

c432109

\-

Reply to correspondence from:
(ifrelevant)

Contact Officer:

Cleared by
A/g Executive Director:

Cleared by
Deputy Chief Executive:

(type/print name and sign)

@tre:-

Mr Bob McMu//art M P

Andy Wilson

Alan Franklin

(type/print name and sign)

Davidr"*ffi
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Ion StanhopeMlA

CHIEFMINISTER

MIMSTERFOR TRANSPORT MIMSTERFOR TERRITORY AND MUNICIPAL SERVICES

MINISTER FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMC DEVELOPMENT

MINISTERFOR INDIGENOUS ATFAIRS MINISTER FORTHE ARTS AND HERITAGE

MEMBER FoR Gnrtxtt losRRA

Mr Bob McMullan MP
Federal Member for Fraser

Parliamentary Secr'etary for Intemational Development Assistance

8/1 Torrens Street
BRADDON ACT %12y / u^

L' t t..'\| { 2/r/
Dear Mr tvtO,ivtuttan

U
Thank you for your letter of 25 February 2009 in relation to a proposed secondary

airport in the ACT.

A preliminary assessnent was undertaken in August 2004 onthe proposed

Williamsdale site to establish whether it was suitable for development as a General

Aviation (GA) airfield. The report was generally.favourable. From that aspect, it is
therefore clear that if a private sector developer were to purchase land in the vicinity
and meet the relevant planning requirements, a private GA airfreld could be developed.

However, the submission put to the Territory by Mr Price proposed that the ACT
Govemment should fund the development. There are therefore a number of issues

relating to development of an airfield at Williamsdale which need to be resolved.

These include whether the extent of public benefit in the proposal is sufficient to
justiff Govemment intervention, what the actual cost of development and the extent of
the market for the airfield would be, and what impacts the development would have on

the environment and the community.

More recently, however, another issue has emerged. Transgdd have recently
purchased property at Williamsdale to build a transformer station to ensure a second

power supply to Canberra. Following the decision by ActewAGL that it will not

proceed with a major gas-fred power generating facility close to Canberra, it is now
investigating the possibility of constructing apower station and associated

ffiastructure on part of the Transgrid property.

Until the nature, scale and exact location of these facilities is known, and whether they

are to go ahead, we will not be able to assess whether development of a General

Aviation airfield is compatible with their development. These projects comprise very
significant investrnents for the ACT, and I am sure that you will recognise that we

would not wish to jeopardise them.

ACT LSGISLAUVE ASSrrr,grY

London Circuit, Canberra ACT 2501 GPO Box 102O Canberra AC,T 26OL

Phone (02) 62050104 Fax (02) 6205 0433 Email stanhope@act.gov.au

COPY

'l
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We are currently seeking advice from ActewAGL on its development plans, and on its

views regarding potential issues that might impact on its investuent decisions should
' an affieldbe located at \Milliamsdale.

Until we have firm information on ActewAGL's development plans, it would be
premature to proceed with detailed consideration of an airfield at Williamsdale.

I trust this information will be of assistance in your reply to Mr Price.

Yours sincerely

Ol'-h^^I Jon Stanhope MLA
Y chief Minister

2 6 MAR 2009
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BoTMcMULLANMP

FsonRAr MgN4nrn ron FnessR
PARLIAMENTARY SEcnslany FoR INTTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

25 February 2009

Mr Jon Stanhope MLA
Chief Minister
ACT Legislative AssemblY
GPO Box 1020

CANBERRA ACT 2601,

I have received the attached letter from
., concerning a Secondary Airport in the ACT'

has advised me in his letter that an approach was made to you four

years ago and the initial response to the proposal was positive.

It would be appreciated if you could please advise me of the current position

of the proposal.

Thank you for your assistance in the matter.
P

(lcy''ry

ffi*,/ REceJyso

;[ 
-4btA,R?009,l;

w,{f_/a5sj

8/l Tonnnts STREET BRADDoN ACT 2612

o Teepnorue: (02) 6247 4396 c FRcsttvttrc: (02)6247 3457

Email: Bob.McMullan.MP@aph.gov'au
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9 February2OO9

Bob McMullan MP
8/1 Torrens Street
Braddon ACT 2602

Dear Bob

The best solution for local pilots would be to have a secondary airport in the ACT
near Canberra. Such facilities already exist in all other states in Auskalia as well as in
most significant cities world wide. The airfield would support emergency services
aircraft requiring access to the country to the west of the Murmmbidgee where the
2003 bushfires started, and this was the genesis ofthe original proposal. A proposal
was submitted by Chris Price to Jon Stanhope four years ago. Initial ACT
Govemment response was positive, but the project has been blocked by the
bureaucracy.

Assistance is needed to unblock it. I am writing to you as a person of considerable
influence in the Labor Parfy and an excellent representative for the interests of
Canberrans. Any assistance that you can provide to get this project approved would
be greatly appreciated. Attached is apapel outlining the Case for a Secondary Airport
for Canber:ra. Also altached is a copy of a letter that has just been forwarded to the
Prime Minister. Copies of the original proposal and engineering studies that have
supported and costed the proposal are also available. I would appreciate the
opportunity to discuss the issue with you.

.1tr 
\1 I 0 FEB 2009
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Case for a Secondary Airport for Canbena at Williamsdale

Emergency Services

Williamsdale is closer than Canberra Airport to potential fires for Emergency
Services Aircraft. Emergency operations from Canberra airport could cause
significant disruption to RPT and VIP operations. However, as likely fire locations
are outside the operational range of rotary wing fire fighting aircraft operating from
Canberra Airport, they would be forced to operate in the suburbs as they did in 2003.
Williamsdale would provide ready access to water and fuel supplies and be within
operational range for bush fire operations. Furthermore, The NSW Rural Fire Service
has committed to base aircraft at Williamsdale Airport if it is established.

Flight Safety

Air-cooled piston engines are inherently less reliable than jet engines. That reliability
is decreased fuither if piston engines are overheated before departure whilst holding
on the ground for RPT or VIP airuaft.. Light afucraft operations at Williamsdale
would reduce holding, reduce the risk of engine failure and would largely avoid the
need for such aircraft to fly over suburbia. Similarly, afucraft. operated by student
pilots would remain clear of Canberra.

Jobs

,manyi- operators and businesses have already moved to regional airports in not so ndarby
towns such as Bombala, Cooma, Adaminaby, Tumut, Wagga, Cootamundra, Temora,
Young, Cowra, Croolcwell, Goulburn and.even Holbrook. It has forced most of the
training schools to close and many of the maintenance organizations to move to other
locations. This has resulted in significant loss ofjobs in Canberra and. significant
inconvenience to the thousand or so pilots who live in Canberra, most of whom are

voters. Several of the retired pilots have moved to these NSW locations to be near
their aircraft. A new light aircraft facility at Williamsdale may encourage many of
these afucraft and businesses to refurn, or lead to replacement businesses being set up,
with significant job opportunities for Canberra residents. The construction of the
airfield and hangar facilities offer further job opportunities.

Costs

Operators of light utcraft face increasing cost pressures and not only at Canberra
Airport. Consequently there has been a mass exodus of pilots from General Aviation
aircraftto Recreational aircraft, which are cheaper to purchase and operate, in an
attempt to keep these costs under control. However, under current regulations rnost of
these aircraft are excluded from controlled airspace, including Canberra Airport.
Williamsdale would frable such aircraft to be operated locally and would enable
'GreyNomads' operating recreational aircraft to include Canberra in their tour. There
are now 9000 recreational pilots in Australia.
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At Canbena Airport, light aircraft pilots are required by DOTARS to hold an ASIC
card. However, DOTARS also insist that such pilots provide at least 30 minutes
notice on departure and arrival to get access through the airfield security gate. Taking
the inconvenience and cost of using Canberra Airport into account, I choose to
operate rny aircraft from Goulburn airport, despite the one hour drive each way, but I
would greatly prefer to be operating from Williamsdale airport.

Opportunity for Young People

Young people who are interested in aviation find operation of general aviation aircraft
at Canberra Airport cost prohibitive. Yet Australia faces a shortage of pilots. The
proposed Williamsdale Airport offers the only opportunity in the vicinity of Canberra
for youngsters to develop their skills using affordable recreational aircraft as a

precursor to entering the aviation industry. To deny them that opportunity locally
forces them to relocate to another Australian city where such facilities are readily

:- available.

Progress

A request for the establishment for Williamsdale Airport was made four years ago and
was looked at favourably by Jon Stanhope, but the project has been consistently
blocked by the ACT Government bureauuacy. An engineering study confirmed the
suitability of the site and costed the proposal at under one million dollars

Infrastructure Development

At a time when Australian governments are desperately trying to find local projects to
develop local infrastructure, this particular opportunity appears to exactly fulfil the

stated requirements. A relatively small injection of public money will result in a very
considerable private investment in a new and vital industry, and much of the
preliminary planning has been completed.

i\, /\

\*--1lt\l
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Mr Jon Stanhope MLA
Chief Minister
A,C.T.
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Dear Sir,

Thank you for your response dated 16tr March 2009.

I note with some interest but no surprise, that not one of the points addressed in letter

which I sent was addressed by you.

As for your assurances that I will be kept up to date with the status of the Williamsdale

airfield proposal, I find that, given past history, this assurance is difficult to accept.

I received similar assurances from you in February 2007 thatyou would respond by the

end of that month.

Another letter reminding you of your commitrnent was sent to you in May 2007.

The only related correspondence received by me from your office was over ayearlater
and was written by Mr Andrew Wilson (his claim, made to me and to others

independently. He has also claimed authorship of other Williamsdale related

correspondence) and signed by you. .

It will indeed be interesting to see is your assurance can be take seriously on this

occasion.

Christopher Price
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T}lIEF [{IIIISIE['S DEPARIllllEl{T

Date due with
Minister's Office

613/09

Any other critical date and reason

Subject: Emergency services and general aviation Airfield at Williamsdale

Reply to correspondence from: Ivqfchris Price
(ifrelevant)

Date due
with CE Office

at least 2 working daYs

before Minister's OfIice

Andy Wilson

Tracking Numbers

c29sl09

Contact Officer:

Cleared by
Executive Director:

Telephonez 70274

Date:

Date: tls@
Slfi#Jil,erExecutive: DavidDawes$)D:

Cleared by €hief*xeeu*ive*
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Ion Stanhope MLA

CHIEFMINISTER
MIMSTER FOR TRANSPORT MIMSTER FOR TERRiTORY AND MUMCIPAL SERVICES

MIMSTER FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
MIMSTER FOR INDIGENOUS $FAIRS MINISTER FOR THE ARTS AND HERITAGE

Mrvresn ron Gnrwnrrornne

Mr Chris Price

Dear Mr Price 
,

Thank you for your letter of 9 February 2009 providing a copy of the letter about
development of a General Aviation airfield at Williamsdale that you sent to the
Prime Minister, the Hon Kevin Rudd.

There are anumber of issues relating to development of an airfield at Willitrmsdale
which need to be resolved. In particular, Actew-AGL and Transgrid have recently
purchased properly at Williamsdale to build a second power supply to Canberra.
Actew-AGL is also considering gas fired power station and related infrastrucfure on
the properly.

Until the nature, scale and exact location of these facilities is known, and whether they
are !o go ahead, we will not be able to assess whether development of a Geneial
Aviation airfield is compatible with their development. These projects comprise very
significant investments for the ACT, and I am sure that you will recognise that we
would not wish to jeopardise thein. We are currently seeking advice from Actew-AGL
on its development plans, and on its views regarding potential issues that might impact
on its investment decisions should an airfield be located at Williamsdale.

I am aware of your interest in the development ofthe airfield and acknowledge your
interest in advancing such a development. I will ensure that you are kept advised of
the status of Williamsdale airfieldproposal when we have further information.

Yours sincerely

CUIPY

{\,.

(\/

fiV**
Jon Stanhope MLA
Chief Minister

1 6 MAR 2009

ACT Lnclslen'rre AsspMBry

London Circuit, Canberra ACI2601 GPO Box 102O Canberra ACT 2607

Phone (02) 6205 0104 Fax (02) 6205 0433 Email stanhope@act gov.au
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5tr February 2009

The Rt. Hon. Kevin Rudd
Prime Minister
House of Representatives
Parliament House
Canberra
A.C.T.

Emergency Services and General Aviation Airfietd at Williamsdale.

Dear Sir,

Just over foul years ago, immediately after the disastrous ACT fires, a proposal for an

emergency services and general aviationairfield at Williamsdale in the ACT was
(v submitted to the ACT Government.

The proposal was comprehensive, flrlly costed, and for a sum of considerably less than

one million dollars would have provided an aeial firefighting base in precisely the area

in which these and previous dangerous fires arose.

The New South Wales Rural Fire Service gave wriffen support on the basis that it would

provide a base for aerial fire fighting covering the area from the A.C.T. to Bredbo,

including the Tinderry and Brindabella ranges, which then (and still doesn't) had no

effective fire fighting lesources.

The Air Services Australia,a CommonwealthDepartment, also supported theprojectto
the extent of issuing air space requirements and charts for the airfield.

The operations of the airfield were to have been entirely supported by general aviation

operations.

t 
Th" Chief Minister, Mr Jon Stanhope was enthusiastic about the proposal and initiated a

feasibility study into it. The report which was returned was unequivocally supportive of
the project in every resPect.

Since this time the project has been subjected to continuous delays from within the

A.C.T. bureaucratic administration, and it appears that no amount of political good will
or intent can persuade those in the specific section of the bureaucracy charged with
making the planning decisions to allow the project to be developed.

Canberra lnternational Airport is no longer practical for general aviation operations and is

actively discouraged by its operators. Private operators must now give thirty minutes

notice befordeparture and arrrival to access their aircraft or depart the airport and be
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escorted both to and from the aircraft by the "safety Officer" . This together with some

of the highest parking and operation fees in the country has seen private airc/:aft numbers

dwindle fro- tOO prior to the airport sale to between 20 to 30 aircraft now.

There were also 7 flying schools and4 maintenance organiz.ations and apilots rytail shop

before the airport was p-rivatized, now there is only one of each and the future for these

does not appear to be secure. The pilots shop has gone'

The direct result is that now Canberra is:-

ll The only National Capital in the developed world without a secondary general

aviation facility.

2l The only large city in Australia without a general aviation (i.e. non commercial)

facilitY.

3/ There are no effective airborne fire fighting facilities for the southem A.C.T and

(\- northern Monaro region.

4l The general aviation industry in the region together with all of the associated jobs and

businessls has effectively ceased to exist. A conservative estimate would be 150 jobs in

the construction phase and 100 to 250 jobs in the continued operation of the airfield.

This project is important for the security of the region. It provides fire fighting

"upubiliii.s, 
and provides employment and business opportunities for the A.C.T' in

industries which were destroyed by the airport prwatization.

This proposal has been prevenied from proceeding solely by bureaucratic intransigence

and hostility (the four yiars taken so far is evidence of this) despite all of the political

good will shown by the Chief Minister.

I ask you to consider the application of your powers under the National Capital

(\- Authority to see that this project is implemented without further delay.

The proposal, the feasibility study and other relevant documents are available at any time.

Yours Faithfully

Christopher Price
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9*Febnrary2009
MrJon Stanhope MLA
ChiefMinister
Australian Capital Territory.

Dear Chief Minister,

As a matter of courtesy I have attached a letter which has been sent to the Prime Minister,

Mr. Kevin Rudd"

It is provided for your inforrration.

Yours Faithfully

Christopher Price l,/{/
îl
rl'l 

1-
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Ref: C2397 I 08; CMD-M08/795;
c2s03108& CMD-M08/818

Date

To

23 Jaruary 200?

Chief Minister

o Chief Executive

\-

{r-

. Deputy Chief Executive, Business and Projects

o Executive Director

From

Subject

Critical date and reason

You have asked for information and advice on the possible developments at Williamsdale

of Actew-AGL's proposed gas fired power station and the nronosed General Aviarinrr 164)

airfield. You have also received letters from l
Association of Australia a

Purpose

To provid=e you with information on the possible impacts of the development of the

Actew-AGL gas firedpower station and a GA airfield in close proximity, and to provide

responses to

Backgiound

The proposal for a GA airfield at Williamsdale was put forwardnz}}4 by Mr Chris Price.

Initial studies indicated that the site was suitable for GA operations, including training.

Aaecdotally, it may be the only viable site in the ACT, but this has not been fully tested.

Strong interest in the proposal has been expressed by the GA communitY, and more lately

by the Regional Aviation Association of Australia (RAAA). Brindabella Airlines has also

expressed interest to use it'as a base for training operations.

The southem end of the GA affield, as currently proposed, is approximately 500m north of
Williamsdale service station, whilstthe Transgrid sub-station is approximately 1.5 km
south of the service station, providing a separation of approximately 2l<n. Attachment A
shows the probable positions of the proposed airfield and the Transgrid sub-station.

,ffi

Facilitation,

Senior Manager, Strategic

Williamsdale GA airfield and Actew-AGL
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Actew-AGL expressed the view, in relation to the proposed Hume data centres, that it
needed a site will clear of the airport. It is not clear whether Actew-AGL would see an

airfield at Williamsdale as a threat to a power station or, if developed, back-up data centres

or solar farm.

A more significant possible issue is the potential for the power station (and possibly a solar

farrn whicl or", rniirors to focus sunlight) to pose a risk for light aircraft operations. Until
the specific design and siting characteristics of the power station (and airfield) are known, it
is noi possible to undertake specific studies, but discussions with Actew-AGL and with the

Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) have identified the nature of such problems as

may exist.

Actew-AGL
Actew-AGL advises that the proposed power station would comprise a number of modular

geierators, initially with tfuei such units with the addition of a fourth at alater stage. The

lo*.r station would be similar to the facility recently developed at Uranquinty, near

Wagga Wagga inNSW (pictured at Attachment B). Actew-AGL advises that the exhaust

stack would be no higher than 35m.

CASA
CASA advises that airfields should optimallyhave a 7 degree Obstacle Limitation Surface

(OLS), which is a slope of 7 degrees starting at the margins of the runway (threshold and

ria"rj which is not penetrated by obstacles. At a distance of 2 km from the southern

airneld threshold, A. OI,S would be approximately 2l}mabove the runway level, but less

than that if the power station is located on the northern property.

The major issue for light aircraft operations is the thermal plume from the stacks. CASA

guidelines advise thaffierrnal plumes of a substantial nature should be rising at less than
q.Z 

^ltwhen 
they intersect an OLS. Until Actew-AGL finalises its designs we will not

have information on the plume velocity when it meets the OLS. The exact location of the

power station will obviously b9 important.

CASA wrote to Actew-AGL regarding air-space issues which might emerge in relation to

the Hume site (Attachment C). From this letter, and from discussions with CASA, it
appears that issues can be ameliorated or avoided by measures such as:

o orientation of runways (where the airfield development takes place after construction of
power station);

o siting of power station to avoid flight paths, where power station construction takes

place after airfield develoPment;
o development of 'no go' zones for aircraft to avoid affected airspace; and

o signal iigt ti"g ofpower station stacks and infrastructure to wam aircraft in the vicinity.
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Letter from

Association of Australia (RAAA). The RrL{A represents 26 members, including Regional

Express, Brindabella Airlines, Skywest Airlines, Airlink, To11 Aviation, t}e Royal Flying
Doctor Service arrd 45 associate members. 'l 

was seeking information on the stafus

of the Williamsdale Airfield proposal, as he had been approached by cf
Brindabella Airlines. I met with' - - --t28 November 2008 and

advised them of the current status of the proposal, and in particular that:

o it would need to demonstrate a significant public interest benefit in order for it to
proceed firrther;

o its subsequent progress would require financial evaluation and possibly an EIS; and

o its immediate future will depend on the outcome of plans by Actew-AGL on siting of
its gas-fired power station (back-up data centres and the solar farm emerged later).

. are strongly supportive of the development of a local GA facility.

_ indicated that there is a substantial proposal to develop a corlmercial pilot
training operation for overseas students here in the ACT @rindabella Airlines also provides

flying training). He advised that student flying operations and most GA operations would
be displaced from CanbenaAqport within the next two years and that whilst theory

training could take place here and flying training elsewhere, it would be much more

attractive for students to be able to undertake both in the same place.

has been aware of the Williamsdale proposal for some time, and believes that the

location would be quite suitable for GA flying operations as well as flying training.

- . supported this view, and advised that he did not see establishment of a power station

south of the airfield site as a major problem. Airfield operations in other plaoes, both in
Australia as well as overseas, routinely accommodate significant local developments

including power stations in their flyiog operations.

- wrote to you on 1 December 2008 expressing his support and seeking a meeting

with you to discuss the opportunities that would be associated with such a development.

He proposes that the meeting would include - - -
flies helicopter fire-fighting operations in the ACT during the summer.

From discussions with . they wish to confirrn to you the level of
local and regional support that exists for the development, outline the opportunities that

exist for a viable commercial development, and explore ways in which the aviation industry
might assist in its further consideration.

Letters have'beenprepared to , bdvising them of the potential impact

of the Actew-AGL developments, and advising them that they will be informed when
Actew-AGL's plans are clarif,red and their views on potential impacts are known.

'Consultation

Actew-AGL and CASA were consulted inpreparing this advice
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A leffer has been written to Actew-AGL (Attachment D) asking for additional information

on its plans for developments in the Williamsdale area, and asking for its views on the

whether development of a GA airfield would impact on its development plans.

X'inancial

No direct financial impacts.

Media

It is not proposed to prepare a media statement at this stage.

Recommendation

That you:
o Note the physical relationship between the proposed GA airfield at

Williamsdale and the proposed gas-fired power station, and the possible

development of a solar farm and back-up data centres;

NOTEDNLEASE DISCUSS

o Note that the major known issues associated with this potential co-location are

primarily in relation to air safety;

NOTED4PLEASE DISCUSS

o Note that CASA and aviation industry representatives are of the view that the

aviation safety issues, as identified, can be managed by routine operational

measures;

NOTED/PLEASE DISCUSS

o Note that we have written to Actew-AGL seeking inforrnation on its plans and

its views on co-location at this site;

NOTED/PLEASE DISCUSS

o Note that it will not be possible to rule out incompatibility of operations until
suchtime as Actew-AGL establishes its design and siting criteria for apower
station in this area, and a sfudy can be conducted; and

4

I $ii.t

"\-

NOTEDNLEASE DISCASS
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. o Sign the attached letters to

Ion Sfunhope Mfut...................o.o..o........o.... / /
AGREED/T{OT AGREEDA{OIED/PLN4SE DISCUSS

Andrew r$/ilson

Phone: 70274

l\/

(v



0000i sIon StanhopeMlA
CHIEFMINISTER | -'

MIMSTERFOR TRANSPORT MIMSTER FORTERRIORY AND MIIMCIPAL SERVICES,'
MINISTER FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMC DEVELOPMENT

MIMSTER FORINDIGENOUS AFFAIRS. MINISTERFOR THE ARTS AND HERITAGE

Muvrgsn roR GulnrrrNpunne

(\-

i\u

m 7=_,?r<-
vJon 

Stanhope MLA
Chief Minister

ACT Lrcrsrernru Asspvrslv

London Circuit, Canberra ACT2601 GPO Box 102O Canberra ACT 2601

Phone (02) 52050104 Fax (02) 62050t133 Email stanhope@act gov.au

COPY
Dear

Thank you for your letter of 1. December 2008 about development of a General
Aviation airfield at Williamsdale.

There are a number of issues relating to development of an airfield at Williamsdale
which need to be resolved. In particular, Agtew-AGL and Transgdd have recently
purchased property at Williamsdale to build a secondpower supply to Canberra.
Actew-AGL is also considering gas fired power station and related infrastructure on
the property

Until the nature, scale and exact location of these facilities is known, and whether they
are to go ahead, we will not be able to assess whether development of a General
Aviation airfield is compatible with their development. These projects comprise very
significant investments for the ACT, and I am.sure that you will recognise that we
would not wish to jeopardise them. We are currently seeking advice from Actew-AGL
on its developmentplans, and on its views regarding potential issues that might impact
on its investment decisions should an airfield be located at Williamsdale.

I am aware of your interest, andthatof your organisation, in the development of the
airfield and acknowledge your interest in advancing such a develqprnent. Until we
have firm information on Actew-AGL's development plans, however, it would be
premature to proceed with consideration of an airfield at Williamsdale. I will ensure

that you are kept advised ofthe status of Williamsdale airfield proposal when we have
flrther information. I have written to Mr JeffBoyd advising him similarly.

Yours sincerely

flts 'F'EB-2Sg
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Ion Stanhope MLA
CHIEFMINISTER

MIMSTER FOR TRANSPORT MIMSTER FOR TERRITORY AND MTiNICIPAL SERVICES

MINISTER FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
itnirfisfsn rOR INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS MIMSTER FOR THE ARTS AND IIERITAGE

Mtlrgsn ron GTNNnTDURRA

COPY
Dear

Thank you tbr your letter of 18 December 2008 about development of a General
Aviation airfield at Williamsdale.

There are a number of issues relating to development of an airfield at Williamsdale
which need to be resolved. In particula.r, Actew-AGL and Transgrid have recently
purchased properly at Williamsdale to build a second power supply to Canberra.
Actew-AGL is also considering gas fired power station and related infrastructure on
the properly

Until the nature, scale and exact location of these facilities is known, and whether they
are to go ahead, we will not be able to assess whether development of a General
Aviation airfield is compatible with their development. These projects comprise very
significant investments for the ACT, and I am sure that you will recognise that we
would not wish to jeopardise them. We are currently seeking advice from Actew-AGL
on its development plans, and on its views regarding potential issues that might impact
on its investment decisions should an airfield be located at Williamsdale.

I am aware ofyour interes! andthatofyour organisation, in the development ofthe
airfield and acknowledge your interest in advancing such a developrnent. Until we
have firm information on Actew-AGL's development plans, however, it would be
premature to proceed with consideration of an airfield at Williamsdale. I will ensure

that you arekept advised of the status of Williamsdale airfieldproposal when we have

further information. I have written to

Yours sincerely

l# st*t ope MLA
ChiefMinister

advising him similarly.

ACT LuctslArrye Assulvalv

Lo.ndon Circuit, Canberra ACT 2501 GPO Box 102Q Canberra ACT 2501'

Phone (O2) 6205 0104 Fax (02) 6205 0433 Email stanhope@act.gov.au

1 I FEB 2009
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CHIEF MINISTER'S DEPARTMENT
Business & Proiecls Division

Our ref:

Mr Mark Sullivan
Chief Executive Offrcer
ActewAGL
GPO Box 366
CANBERRA ACT 260I

Dear

I am writing to you in relation to the proposal by ActewAGL to build a gas-fired power

qtation, and possibly other facilities, in the vicinity Williamsdale, ACT.

I1L2OO4 the ACT Govemment received a proposal to establish a General Aviation (GA)

airfield at Williamsdale. Whilst the facility has not gone ahead or been approved, it is
still under active consideration by the ACT Government.

The proposal is that the airfield be developed on Blocks 1482,1647 md 1648

Tuggeranong. The southern end of the runway would be approximately two kilometers

from the site identified for the Transgrid sub-station.

I understand that there may be issues in relation to air safety from the exhaust plumes

from a gas fired power station, but until such time as the details of the power station are

finalizedand its location known, it will not be possible to assess whether thqse issues are

significant, or amenable to arnelioration measures.

I am seeking information from you on ActewAGL's views on what impact it sees on

having a GA airfield located at that site. I am aware that facilities located in the

Williamsdale areamight include a 600 MW gas fired power station, back-up data centres

and a solar farm facility. I am also aware that the consortium had issues in relation to

locating data centres within 10 km of a major airport, due to the possibility of security

lockdowns impacting on data centre operations.

I am therefore asking for your advice on:

o how each of these proposals would be affected by the presence of a GA airfield on

the blocks identified above;
o the nature of any issues arising from the potential co-location, and in particular the

parameters of those issues - ie, the thresholds that would ensure that they cease to

be issues; and
o whether there are ways in which identified issues could be overcome - eg by

selecting a different location within the area or adopting particular measures.

ACT GOVERNMENT GPO Box 158 Canberra ACT 2601
T 132281

ACT Government Homepage: http:/A,ww.actgov.au
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I am not asking that you provide an assessment of air safety issues, as our primary

concem at this stage is to identiff any issues that you consider might impact on your

investment decision.

I am, however, also seeking any information that you can provide on location, scale and

timing of specific development (including the timing of when decisions will be made on

whether su-ch develop*.ntr will occur and when location decisions will be finalized).

We continue to receive representations from the GA industry about establishing an

airfield at Williamsdale, which appears to be the only realistic location in the ACT.

Information on timing will assist in our advising interested parties on when we may be in

a position to consider the GA proposal firther. Information on location and scale of
developments will assist in conducting air safety reviews, should that prove necessary.

The contact officer in the Chief Ministers Department is Andrew Wilson, Senior

Manager, Strategic Project Facilitation, who can be contacted on62070274. Mr Wilson

.. is available to meet with you or your officers to discuss the matter in more detail.ru
Yours sincerelY

David Dawes
Deputy Chief Executive
Business and Projects

zP lanuary 2009

(g,
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REGtOl{AL AVIATIOl{ ASSOCIATIOl{

Czsrz/s

01 December2008

Mr Jon Stanhope
Chief Minister
ACT Legislative Assembly
GPO Box 1020
CANBERRA ACT 2601

Dear Chief Minister,

! had a good meeting with Andy Wilson from your Department last Friday
regarding the possibility of a GeneralAviation (GA) airfield within the ACT and he
encourageci me to write to you requesting a meeting to discuss the matter *'
further. EO of Brindabella Airlines, was also present at the meeting.

It is my understanding that Williamsdale could be a prefened site, although there
may be one or two other sites possible if the former proved too difficult.

The RegionalAviation Association of Australia (RAAA) would support strongly
the establishment of a GA airfield in the ACT. As well as the significant public
benefit of providing a more strategic operations base for fixed and rotary wing
fire-fighting aircraft and crews, the airfield would allow increased flight training
possibilities, increased business and private flights by GA aircraft to the ACT and
better noise abatement by spreading the noise impacts across a much wider
area.

Given that the airfield would be used by relatively light GA aircraft only, a 1000m
atl-weather main strip and a 600m grass or shell grit cross strip would be optimal.

lf the ACT government was willing to build the airstrips and provide the basic
water, electricity and sewerage infrastructure I am sure that there would be much
interest from the region's aviators in leasing land from the government to build
high quality hangars.

You may also wish to consider the development of an airpark within the airfield
which would allow residents to build houses alongside their hangars. This model
has been devetoped successfully by the Temora and Narromine Councils and in

many regions across the USA. An airpark has the added advantage of having
residents who enjoy aircraft activity thus providing a natural buffer zone between
the airfield and the wider ACT community.

Seruing regional aviation, and through it, the people and businesses of regionalAustralia
Unit 1 1 , 26-28 Winchcombe Court, Mitchell ACT 2911
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_ _ . . and myself woutd be happy to meet with you at your earliest 

_ _
convenience. I have no doubt tnat a Cn dedicated airfield within the ACT would

improve fire-fighting capabilities significantly and see the rebirth of general

aviation afterten years of significant decline.

Yours sincerely

PaulTyrell
CEO
RAAA(t,
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18 December 2008

Mr Jon Stanhope
Chief Minister, Australian Capital Territory
ACT Legislative AssemblY
GPO Box 1020
CANBERRA ACT 260I

Dear Chief Minister

General Aviation in the ACT

I recently met with AndrewWilson from your D-epartment to discuss the possibilrJY ot
a new G-eneralAviation airfield in the ACT. ..om the RegionalAviation
Association of Australia was also at the meeting.

I am aware that you have previously made positive comments about the possibility of

a new GA airfield in the ACT, possibly at Williamsdale, and I am writing to you to

express my support and enthusiasm for the idea.

Brindabella Airlines Group, incorporating Brindabella Ftight Training, is a successful

family owned business providing regular public transport (RPT) services frop 
.

Canberra to a number of NSW locations as well as charter, fire spotting and pilot

training services within the region. Our head office is based at Canberra
!nternational Airport.

As you know, RPT traffic to Canberra is growing and Canberra Airport is expanding

rapiOly. Whilst the theoretical capacity of Canberra Airport will be adequate for RPT

servic-es for the foreseeable futuie, concerns about increasing aircraft noise and the

overall desirability of removing generat aviation (including fire fighting and private

light aircraft) froni a major controlled airport in the longer term, mean that planning

should commence as soon as possible for a dedicated GA airport to provide for the

needs of future Canberrans.

The establishment of a dedicated GA airfield would allow for greater development of
general aviation in Canberra, inctuding dedicated fire fighting operations, expanded

tlignt training and increased private flying. A new airfield will also enable the

relrowth of generat aviation business activityin the ACT following the loss of more

thin 25 on-dirport businesses since privatisation of Canberra Airport about eight
years ago. A dedicated GA airfield would also reduce the current noise impacts on

iesidentr.a! areas and distribute any new impacts over a wider, less populated area.

There is no doubt that Brindabella Flight Training will at some stage in the future
need to consider the tong term prospects of continuing to operate the flight training

school at Canberra Airport. Restrictions on training activities already in place (such

as limitations on circuits and instrument approaches) will only increase as RPT traffic

f,.Fr"-qr"r, tflger
Brindabella Airlines Pty Ltd ABN eo 083 162 038

5 Rayner Road, Canberra Airport, P.0. Box 1542 Fyshwick ACT 2609

Reservations: 1300 66 88 24 or (02) 6200 0670 Fax: (02) 6200 0699

www.brindabellaairlines.com.au info@brindabellaairlines.com.au
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grows. Therefore, any substantial growth of thellight training business (such.as

ihrougn attracting overseas students) will be ditficult to accommodate at Canberra

Airport.

Brindabella would prefer to consider an ACT airfield for ongoing flight training needs,

rather than the long term prospect of relocation of some or all of the training business

to an airfield in NSW.

I would be very happy to meet with you or your advisers to discuss thetype of
infrastructure i dedicated GA airfield might require but, clearly, it would be

significantly less substantialthan Canberra Airport. One all-weather strip and a

cr6ss-strip may Oe sufficient, along with basic services (roads, water, electricity, gas)

and some minima! parking and building facilities.

There is significant support for a dedicated GA airfield in the ACT and ! look foruvard

to discussing the options with you and your staff.

KindlAoards

Jeff hovd
cEd
Brindabella Airlines
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